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In this short study of Transcontinental Rates an attenlpt 
has been made to trace the situation from the beginning of 
transcontinental transportation to the present time. Begin-
ing with the first water routes around Cape Horn and across 
the Isthmus of Panama, the changes caused by the entra.noe of 
railroads in the field~their early struggles to gain a foot-
ing and their att~pts to restrain t heir water oompet l tors , 
) 
are t rac ed to th e pre s en t time t 
A special division is made for di8CUS8 i~the prelimin-
ary investigations leading to the enactment of the Int er-
stateCorrnnerce Act and the establishment of t h e Inter-state 
Commerce Commission. Following this is a short aooount of 
the early attempts of the Connni ssion to solve t he tra.nscon-
tinent~l transportation problem and the rules t hen laid down 
which have been adhered to ever sinoe. 
The greater part of the study is devoted to an anal-
ysis of the inte:t;IDountain complaints as illustrated by t he 
city of Spokane in which the Spokane case is trao ed from 
its beginning in 1889 to its present consideration by the 
$upreme Court, 
A general summary is then attempted in order to show 
'I.i:ww the different , points of t}1e i nterested parties,- the rail-
roads, the intermountain cities, and the Commi 8sion ,- and the 
conclusion~that appear to follow naturally from an examinat -
ion of pa.st experience. 
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Early Hi tory of Transcontinental Transportation . 
In the field of transportation probably the most int-
eresting subject 1s rate.making. From the purely theoret-
ical discussion of the proper principle on whioh rates boULd 
be based to their intensely conorete applioationJ cihere 00 
peting looalities are striving fo the same business, the 
problems presented are varied and intrioa.te . fh S8 prob-
lems however, 0 puzzling in ordinary traffic ,. re uoh 1 1" r 
and harder of solution in the oaS8 of the tr nsoont1nent 1 
railroads. 
By the te~ transoontinent&l· ro~d i not meant ro d 
whioh runs from the Atlantio to the Pacific Ooast, as 1s ofb-
en supposed by the ordin ry person , but it refers to any 
railroad sta rtIng from n eastern terminus J 100 ted an her e 
on a north and south lin drawn from 6W Orleans to 0 10 go, 
and running to a oint on the Paoifio 00 st . Beoause of 
the numerous trunk lines in t ne territor" east of tbeir 
te nninals it has be n found u eless for t r n oontinent 
lines to have east rn oonnections and mi ght b ors t han 
usel ess if it prevented free bargaining itb the oomp tlng 
trunk linea . There are six prine! a1 tr nsoontinental 
lines , the Great forth rn , from St . Paul long the nort e 
bo undary of the Un! ted StatefJ to Spokane a.nd Portla.nd, tb 
Northe rn Pacifio from Duluth to Spo ne and Seattl , the 
Chicago Milwaukee and St. Paul from Chicago and St. Paul 
to Butte and Seattle, the Union Pacific from Omaha through 
Ogden to Portland, the Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe from 
Chicago through Kansas City and Santa Fe to San Francisoo, 
and the Southern Pacifio from New Orleans to Los Angeles 
San Francisoo and Portland. All of t hese roads have to 
oross the continental divide and long stretches of country 
that furnish little , if any, loca l traffic. Also they must 
compete on t hrough freight from the Atlantic to the Pacifio 
Coast 1th water transportation from the east around South 
Amerioa or across the 1sthmus. This system of tel" trans-
portation de~eloped muoh earlier than t hat by r 11 and is 
said to be in a large ay responsible for many of the anom-
alies in the transoontinental rate· making system. 
Beoause of its i mportance 1n early transoont inental 
transportation and it eff ct ever since.a short account of 
the ater transportation system ia ell orth our notice. 
The oldest route bet een t e east and est coasts of t e 
United States is t e one ta en by sailing vessels around 
Cape Ho rn. For a long time, ho ever, only tramp trading 
ves sels or whalers undertook t he voyage, but the discover" 
I of old caused a great increase in traff 10. In 1849, 775 
vessels oleared from the Atl~ntic seaboard for San Frana! _ 
co and all but 12 w r sailing easela. In 1855 hen the 
- -
1. E. R. Johnson, Panama Canal Traffic & Tolls. pp 50 
Panama r a ilroad was opened t he longer route as largely a -
bandoned and most of t h e traff i c bet een the two seaboards 
moyed by the isthmus. A l arge number of sailing ve eels 
however still made use of t he Cape Horn route . ~he Panama 
Route wa s the principal competitor of the first transcont-
inental road in 1869. In 1900 t he Amerioa.n Ha; aiia.n at ea.m-
ship Company, whic h had fo rmerl y been operating a. lin of 
sailing ves s els around Ca pe Horn , ao l d them and put in a 
line of steamships, in t h i s ay t he time W 0 t down to 
about 60 days instead of 115 o r 200 and the da.te of arriv 1 
could be kmown with more c ert ainty. The co s t of insurance 
wa s reduced a nd t he el ement of uncertainty largely e limin-
ated causing t h is route to b ecome very attractive. 
The Tehauntt pee route was opened for traffic early 
in 1907 by t h e American-Hawai ian Steamship Compa~ whioh 
made an agreement i n 1906 with the Teh unt_~l'_­ atlon I 
Railway owned by t he Mex i c an Government to its tr -
fic from Puerito Mexico to Salina Oruz for hioh t he rail-
road company was to r eceive one third the through rate. be 
Mexican government also guaranteed the Stea.mship Company 
that t heir net earnings would no t be lea than they ha.d beD 
in 1904 when the steamship company a.s opel' t1ng by y of 
the straits of fagellan, The railroad co an, ho r , 
did not have to reduc e its earnings to les8 than 25 % to 
make this guarantee effect ive . 
This Tehauntipec route has been a ve ry suooessful one 
for the American Hawaiian Company. Their stea.mships in-
creased from 3 in 1899, to 17 in 1911, hen five more e1' 
ordered. 
The first two routes, then, th e Cape Horn route nd 
the Panama route, were the only ways in whioh goods could be 
shipped from one coast to another until 1869 when by the 
union Of the Central Pacific and the Union Paoifio the f1rst 
transcontinental road was oompleted. The ater transport-
ation system was, however, the firs t i n the field and 8 
carrying traffic at very 10 rates hioh h d to be equalled 
or very n early so by the railroad to secure tr ffio for 1 t 
Pacific terminals. The road wt:..s not very auooee ful 1n 1.ts 
first endeavors to secure frei ght as 11 but the hig er 
2 grades of merchandise continued to be carri d by the ater 
routes. It wa s estimated tha t as l ate as 1878 not 0 r 
25 10 of the total tonnage moved into Californi by rail . 
At that time the road began what was known a e 8 e01 1 
contract system in order to inorease its tr fio . In this 
sy stem individual contracts were made by t e railroa.d 1th 
each shipper in which the shipper p romi s ed to patron1z t e 
rail route exclusively and the roa.d rom.1sed s eoial f eigh t 
rates. These special rates were determined by xa Ining 
- -
2 I. C. R. Vol. IX. pp 335. 
the records of the shipper for a fe years previous to as-
certain the exact amount of the shi pments , the freight pa.~d , 
the insurance and other risk s . The rates offered did not 
have to be as low as t h e water r ates but low enough so t hat 
t 
wi th . the other advantages it was to t he shippers interest 
to use the rail route. 
Altho ugh not very popular at firs t this method of ba~­
aining and shipping wa s soon used by nearly all t he J obber 
in San Francisco, and when t he contraot By tem W 8 abol! h d 
in 1884 it is estimated that the pero ent geo! rail tonnage 
had risen from 25 to betwee n 60 a.n 75 per 0 nt . The plan 
3 had been successful in securing to the railroads a l arge 
sha re of traffic and had given t em a s ble position in t 
field of competition for tranaoontin nt 1 traffio. By 
logical application of the prinoiple of 0 rg1ng what t 
traffic would bear t he steamship competition by w o Cape 
Horn had been overcome. 
4 Th e Panama route was dealt ith differently. It 
the hands of the Pacific Mail Steamship Comp ny when, in 
l871,the Union Pacific and Central railroads entered i to an 
agreement to s~d1ze the Pacific 11 by buying ite epee 
at an agreed figure and oft en running the steamships pt • 
- - - -
3. I. c. R. Vol. IX. pp 336 
4. I. c. c. R. Vol . I. pp 34'1. 
In l881 )when the Atchison ,Topeka and Santa Fe by a oonnectkm 
with the Southern Paci fie became a transcontinent al line , a. 
trans-continental association was organized and took over 
the control of the Pacific Mall, and kept possession of it 
until 1893. 
In 1883 a new transcontinental competitor entered th 
field in the shape of the Sunset Gulf Route , oomposed of a 
water ro ute from New York to New Or~eana 0 ned by and oon-
nected with the Southern Pacific from New Orl ans to San 
Francisco. This route was started for the purpo of "t&k-
ing care" of the water traffic t according to t hose inter-
ested, andlbecause of the vigorous polioy pur ued,t e olip-
per ships and tramps we:.ce driven out o f' exltenoe and only 
the Pacif ic Mail was left to continue its subsidized co -
etition for through traffic. 
3 It was in the year 1883 also that the North rn Pao! fio 
was opened for traffic to the Pacifio Northwest,and in the 
following year by the comp~tion of the Oregon B crt L ne 
and the Union Pacific,reach ed Portland. The inoress d num-
ber of rail lines naturally caused a division of interests 
and an increase of competition among t he rail routes for 
transcontinentaJ. traffic,. Because of this inor ased oompe 
ition the contract system, which had been used sinoe 1818 
13 I. C. R. Vol. IX pp 336. 
by all lines, broke down as the various lines could not a-
gree among themselves as to the division of traffic and the 
maintenance of established rates. A large share of the di 
turbance was cause.d by the santa Fe in 1883 when it reaoh d 
Moj ave and obtained from the Southern Pa.cifi c , by lease and 
purchase,. rights to the north of that point in California 
and made it in effect a California t hrough line. Upon the 
strength of this claim the Santa Fe now demanded a larger 
share of the business than the members of the transcontin .... 
ental association were willing · to allow. A dissoluti on of 
the association occurred followed by a rate war which lasted 
fo r over a year, These were t he days hen all sorts of 
rates could be had and all sorts of tarif fs could be f ound. 
Published rates were merely nominal and the real rate s & 
secret one agreed upon by the shipper and the railroad, 
Diff erent rat es were made by diff erent roads to th e 8 
person and different rates were made by tne same road to 
different persons. Cut-throat competition a8 at its height 
and the desire to secure traffic overruled every other oon-
sideration. At the end of a year all parties ooncerned 
were willing to stop the quarrel and t h e transoontinental 
association was reorganized with the object of making and 
maintaining stable transcontinental rates. 
The Santa Fe was also responsible fo r another develop .... 
ment in transcontinental traffic wh en it entered tne field . 
1 Throughout the period of competition between ooean and rail 
lines and after the water competion had been eliminated, an 
interesting rate condition was in existenoe, Clas rates w 
Pacific coast tenninals increased with the distanoe and e 
higher from Atlantic sea board points than from interior 
points; commodity rates, however, whioh were created to meet 
s pecial oo~ditions at tbe sea~board ,were lower at the ports 
than at the interior points. An explanation of the term , 
class-rate and commodity-rate , should be made here. h :fOlm-
er ref ers to the rates which are a ppli ed to trafi"io 1n the 
regular tariffs where all goods are divided into ten olass ~ 
The first five classes are numbered from one to five and the 
last five are designated by the lett ers A. • O. D. & E. 
commodi ty rate is a rate ,that is appli ed to a particular 
article because°tnusual circumstances, in orde r to seoure 
its transportation and no at t ention is paid to it olass. 
These commodi ty rates were graded up from Jlew York w en the 
Santa Fe entered the field. That i6 , the rates from P1tts-
burg territory to California and from Chicago to Ca.liforni 
the ()F 
were higher than from New York.:f fh e theory ~ the ra.il-
roads being tha t they should meet the cOl2lpetlt1on ere it 
existed) at the seaboard. The Santa Fe found the Sunset 
Gulf route carrying practically all of' t he Atlantic Se bo rd 
1 I. C. C. R. Vol. XXI. PP 347. 
business at rates belo the 'al1 4 rail rates--at any rates 
that would secure the bueiness. Ifhe Sunset line had sent 
out its steamers and driven all the other shipe from the 
ooean for the benefit of the rail carriers, but it aad not 
seem right to the Santa Fe that all the traffic should be 
,left for the Southern Pacific. The Santa Fe had its term-
inus' 'at Chicago, the Southern Pao11'ic at New York. Hence 
the Santa Fe and Union Paoifio deolared that t hey would give 
the same rates from Chic go that t e Bout ern Paoifio did 
from New York an thus allow t he 01 ties of Chicago J St. Loms 
and 'Kansas City the same pportunity to manufacture for the 
. 
people of Oa1iforni hich the Southern Pacific had g iven to 
the people of New York and Boston. It as claimed that the 
middle west w s building up and that mar at oompetition de-
manded this ir:l'ovation in ra.ilroad policy. The principl of ,. 
market oompetition w111 be treated 1 t r but it 1 well to 
notice its beginning in 1885 by the Santa Fe . 
As mi ght ea.sily be 1m ined the new policy of the Santa 
Fe oaused a great d al of friction resulting in a r tew r 
whioh culminated in 1887 in the installation of a n set 
of rates, this time scaling 10 er as they reoeded from the 
Atlantio seaboard. It a.s in t his year that the Inter at te 
Connnerce Commi ion 8.S esta.blisp d a.n 
gun in transcontinental traffio. 
n era. was be-
Water transportation wa s t he firs t us ed bet ween the 
two seaboards and followed t wo routes , one by Cape Horn and 
one by the Isthmus of Panama. When t he railroads entered 
the field s p ecial inducements had to be offered to seoure 
traffic. By special contracts t he majority of the freight 
was secured to the railroads a nd t hey then prooeeded to 
drive the steamships out of bus i ness by subsidizing the 
Pacific Mail and competing vigorous l y ith the Sun et Gulf 
line. The competition of new r oad s to the ooast 0 used 
competition to develop among t he rai l routes leading to 
fi ercely fought rate wars. 
:C>.rtJI:. The Entrance of t h e Int er-state Commeroe Oommission. 
The creation of the Inter- St a t e Commerce Oommission 
was the direct result of t he rate wars with their attendant 
discriminations which arous ed the i ndignatIon of the oountlY' 
at large. One investiga tion had been made in 1874 folIo ed 
by the Windom report)but no aoti on had been taken on its 
d, recommended actions. Th e Regan bill W 8 first introduced 
II 
in 18?8 and kept befor~ t he peopl e for the next nine years . 
In 1886 another cormnit t ee--th e Cullom Commit ee- as appo lntt-
ad to make ano ther inves t i ga t ion and its reoommenda. tiona 
mate r ialized in the Inters t ate Commerce Aot of 1887. 
This act embo died t h e Br i t ish and Amer10an eo nlaw 
principles on transporta tion and was the first attempt by 
the Federal Government to exert any contro~ over the rail-
roads of the country. The act was applicable to any com-
1 mon carrier engaged in the transportation of pas sengers or 
property ~~ollY by railroad, or partly by railroad and part-
ly by water when both were used under common control from , 
one part of the Uni ted states to another or fro one part 
of the United states through a foreign country to another 
part of the United States provided that the transportation 
or related service was not wholly within one sta.te. All 
charges for transportation were to be just and reasonable • 
Those that were not were prohibited. The sections of moat 
importance to transcontinental traffic and rates ere the 
first part of the third, and the fourth seotioni hieh ere 
as follows; 
f{ Sec. 3. Tha tit shall be unlawful fo r any OOImIlon C :.t'-
rier subject to the provisions of this aot to make or gf e 
any undue or unreasonable preferen.ce or advantage to any 
particular person,company, firmJco .r~rat1on or loo11ty or 
any particular description of traffic in any respeot h t-
soever, or to subject any particular person, compsl'\Y', firm, 
corporation or locality or any particul.ar desoription of 
traffic to any undue or unr easonable prejudice or d1eadv n-
Il 
tage in any respect whatsoever. 
-
1 U. S. Statutes at Large. Vol. 24 P 379. 
,t 
Sec. 4. That it shall be unlawful for any common oar-
rier subject to the provisions of this act to charge or re-
. in the aggregate fOT the trana-ceive any greater compensat10n 
pOTtation of passengers OT of like kind of property under 
substantially similar circumstances and oonditions for a 
shorter than for a longer distance ,over the atune line in 
t l 1e same di rection, the shorter b,eing included i t hin the 
longer distance; but this shall not be construed as author-
izing any common carrier within the . terms of this aot to 
charge and receive as great compensation for a sborter as 
for a longer distance. Provided ho ,ever, that upon ap pl1o-
ation to the Commission appointed under the provision of 
this act, such common carrier may, in special cases , a.fter in-
vestigation by the commission, be authorized to charge less 
for the longer than for shorter distances for the transport-
ation of passengers or pro perty; and the Commission may fran 
time to time prescribe the extent to hich suoh design ted 
common caTTier may be relieved from the operation of thi 
section of this act! 
Two other provisions of no Ii ttl.e i mportanoe to trans-
continental traffic were contained in the fifth and sixth 
sections in which pooling of freights and earnings was pro-
hibited and the carriers were compell.ed to fileao pies of 
schedules with the Connnission t 
The field for action by the Commission opened up by 
the Interstate Commerce Act was exceedingly large but only 
that connected with the transcontinental traffic can be 
touched upon he:ce~ In the first place the Gommission found 
a great variation in the methods of classification among 
the different roads. Every locality has some product which 
it is anxious to market as widely as possible and a differ-
ence in classification among the different roads as to this 
artiole might make a great difference in the extent of that 
market. Compzomises of ever.y kind had to be made before a 
uniform classification could be expected, and this the ~om-
mission started to secure at once. A great difference was 
found to exist in the rates as might be expected after sev-
eral years of rate wars and the use of sec~et bargains and 
private schedules. Different rates were charged for the 
same articles and different principles were used in the det-
ermination of these rates as one company attempted to dev-
elop a market for some product which it desi red to carry • . 
~he largest problem however, was concerned with the 
long and short haul. fhe rate wars that had preceded the 
passage of the inter-sta te Commerce Act had resulted in 
material reduotions of rates to terminal points which were 
not shared in by the intermediate points. A difference 6E 
opinion arose among the different traffic managers as to 
I the exact meaning of the fourth section. Some of the man-
agel's claimed that a greatel' charge for a shortel' haul over 
the same line was not prohibited when the circumstances 
wel'e dissimilar, and, in their opinion / the competitive circum-
stances controlling the business of long distance traffic 
wel'e such as to constitute dissimilar cil'cumstances. IDthers, 
howevel', were not willing to assume the responsibility for 
so construing the section and tariffs were published in whlhh 
the language of section 4 was literally applied upon all 
transcontinental b usiness. The result was a great increase 
in transcontinental rates, which was regarded by shippers as 
prohibitive, and freight receipts fell off to an enormous 
extent. ['he Commi'ssion was asked by letters, telegrams, and 
petitions from Pacific Coast business men to interfel'e for 
their relief! Many other applications of the same charac-
ter were received at the same time. 
The eommission after having made sufficient investig-
ations into the facts of each case to satisfy itself that 
a prima facie case for intervention existed1made temporar.y 
ordel's for relief under the fourth section where such relier 
was believed to 'be most imperative! 
mhe entire subject of the long and short haul was con-
2 sidered in the Louisville a.nd Na.shville Railroad Case. The 
-
1. I. C. R. Vol. II. p 14 
2. I. C. R. Vol.I p 31 
opinion handed down in this case is very important as it 
constitutes a precedent for all subsequent rulings in long 
and short haul cases where dissimilarity of circumstanoes, 
particularly of water competition}has been urged. It was 
held in this case that; 
~en a railroad company claims that the circumstances 
and conditions of long and short hauls on its lines are so 
dissimilar as to justify its making the greater charge on 
the shorter hual, the Commission will not on its own pet-
tion decide upon the justice of its claims but will leave 
it to take the initiative in fixing fates and will decide 
upon their justice and propriety when complaint is made by 
persons or locali ties who consider themselves injured." 
"On questions of statutory construction involved in 
such cases the Gommission held 
First. That the prohibition in the fourth section of 
the Act to Regulate Commerce against a greater charge for 
a sho rt er than for a longer dis tanc e over the same line in 
the same direction, the shorter being included in the longer 
distance, as qualified therein is limited to cases in which 
the circumstances and conditions are substantially similar. 
Second. That the phrase "under substantially similar 
circumstances and conditions" in the fourth section, is usEd 
in the s ame sense as in the second section and )under the 
qualified form of the prohibition in the fourth section l 
carriers are required to judge in the first instance wi t h 
rega rd to the similarity Or dissimilarity of the circum-
stances and conditions that forbid or permit a greater cha1ge 
for a shorter distanoe. 
Third. That the judgment of ca rriers in respect to 
t he circumstances and conditions is not final, but is sub-
ject to the auth ority of the Commission and of the courts , 
to decide whether error has been conuni tted or whether the 
statute has been violated. And in case of complaint for 
violating the fourth section of the act t he burden of pro6:f5 
is on the carrier to justify any de part ure from the general 
rule prescribed by the statute, by sh owing that the circum-
stances and conditions are substantially dissimilar. 
Fourth. That t h e provisions of section one require-
ing charges to be reasonable and just Jand of section two 
forbidding unjust discrimination, apply when exceptional 
charges are made under section four as they do in other cases. 
Fifth. Th a t the existence of actual competition whiCh 
isO~ontrolling force in respect to traffic i mportant in a-
mount, may make out t he dissimilar circumstances and con-
di tions entitling the carrier to charge less for the longer 
than for the shorter haul over the same line in t h e same 
direction, tre shorter being included in the longer in the 
followin g cases; 
I! When the competi tion is with carriers by water 
which are not subject to the provisions of the statute. 
2. When the competition is ~ith foreign or other 
railroads which are not subject t o the provisions of the 
statute, 
3. In rare and peculiar cases of competition between 
railroads which are subject to the statute, when a strict 
application of the general rule of the statute would be de-
structive of legitimate competition. 
Sixth. The Gommission further .decides that when a 
greater cha rge in t h e aggregate is made for the transport-
ation of passengers or the like kind of property for a shad-
er than for a longer distance over the same line in the same 
direction, the shorter being included in the longer distance 
it is not sufficient justification t h erefor that the traf-
fic which is subjected to such greater charge is way or 
local tra~flc, and that which is g iven the more favorable 
r ates is not, Nor is it suff icient j ustif ication for such 
greater charge t hat t he short haul traffic is more expen-
sive to the carrier unles s wh en the circu~tanceB are such 
as to make it exceptionally exp ensive or the long haul traf-
fic exceptionally inexpensive the difference being extra-
ordinary and susceptible of definite proof. Nor that the 
lesser charge on the longer haul has for its motive the en-
couragement of manufactures or some other branch of indus-
try. Nor that it is designed to build up business ox trade 
oenters. 
Nor that the lesser charge on the longer haul is meral y 
a continuation of the favorable rates which trade centers 
or industrial establishments have been bailt up. 
The fact that long haul traffic will only bear certain 
rates is no reason for carrying it for les s than cost at 
t h e expense of other traff ic 1' 
By tnis dec ision the Commission allowed the carriers 
to determine in the first place wneth er or not circumstances 
were so dissimilar as to allow a greater charge for a shorter 
t han for a longer haul, when the shorter was included in 
t h e longer lf~l. mh en , if this as unsatisfactory , the ship-
pers or interested persons could file complaints and the 
matter would be taken up by t h e (Jommission~ The reason for 
such a decision can easily be understood when it is remembErd 
that the fourth section was of a revolutionary natur~that · 
in an unregulated rate practice , as had formerly existed , 
t here were almost innumerable instances where greater chargee 
were asked for a shorter than for a longer haul, and still 
many of the instances were undoubtedly justifiable under 
tbe law. Thus in order to save needless time and expense 
which would ensue if the Commission should examine each 
individual case, t h e railroads were asked to look into the 
cases where greater charges were made for shorter than for 
longer hauls and determine for them~elves whether or not 
such practices were in accordance with the law. 
It must be apparent at first glance however that such 
a decision placed a great responsibility in the railroads 
and assumed that they would not violate the trust granted m 
them, When one considers the great variety of interests in-
volved and the various circumstances under which traffic 
is handled, it must be evident tnat it is no h ard matter to 
snow dissimilarity of circumstances at nearly every ship-
ping point if it is desirable to do !so. The Cormnission was 
very generous in leaving the determination of the exact 
meri ts of diff erent instanc es of great er charge's fo r short -
er than for 'longer hauls to the railroads and continually 
advised charges in tariff s to conform with the provisions 
of the law and in all cases ample time was allowed in whiah 
to make the necessary modifications. 
:1:- In the f irst annual report the Commission said: "Tariffs 
are from time to time filed with the ~ommission showing a 
reconstruction of the rates in the direction of the rule 
laid down in the fourth section. The carriers making them 
sometimes protest that the rates are not volunaarily made, 
but only because the law so requires and that they will in-
vo~e a large loss of revenue~ This apprenension is in 
some cases supported by strong probabilities." 
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More trouble was experienced with the transcontinental 
lines than with others and in the same repo rt the Commissio n 
says~ "The Transcontinental roads have not conformed to 
the general rule of the fourth section, By the managers of 
these roads it is contended that in view of the competition 
which they must meet, not only of ocean ~essels but of the 
Canadian railways, it will be absolutely impo ssible for than 
to comply with the strict rule of the fourth section wi th-
out surrendering a very large portion of their through bus-
iness and that such surrender will be equally ruinous to 
their own interests and to many other large interests on 
the Pacific Coast." 
One of the first if not the first transcontinental 
rate case brought to the attention of the Oommission and 
1 heard by them was the Denver case on which a report was 
filed llay 1'7--1888. This case presented the question wheth-
er the transcontinental roads could properly exact a greater 
charge for transportation from the Pacific Coast to Denver 
than to Kansas Oity some 600 miles farther east. One fact 
developed at the hearing wasthe great difference made in 
freight charges to shippers by means of different classifio-
ations and different rules for the same classification. Two 
classifications were in use from the Pacific Coast! One, 
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the Western classification, was used on the Pacific Coast 
to points west of the Missouri river, and the Pacific ~oast 
East Bound Classification was used on the Pacific ~oast to 
Miss ouri River points to Chicago common points and to New 
dl FfereJ York and common points. These two classifications ~dely 
widelY 
a.!ffe-:t"ent in many respects as in different classes for the 
same articles / and different regulations as to mixed car 
loads rand different rates for less than carload lots. 
Separate tariffs were issued for the business conducted 
under these classifications. mhe one subject to the Wes-
tern classification reading. "Joint through tariff~ between 
San Francisco and other Pacific points and all points on 
the Union Pacific System east of ogden, in Utah, Wy-oming, 
Nebraska and Kansas. II The natural supposition would be 
that this tariff applied to Omaha, Atchison, Leavenworth,and 
Kansas City, the same as to Denver, but another tariff was 
used on the business from the same Pacific points to points 
on the Missouri River which was subject to the Pacific Coast · 
East Bound Classification. And at the same time that 
classification contained on its face a statement of the r 
roads that employed it, thus excluding the idea that it was 
used on business to the eastern terminals of the road in 
question. 
The differences that were made in favor of those ~ 
understood the tariffs and were able to secure the favorable 
rate may be illustrated by the difference made in the two 
commodities ,dried fruits and raisins ,which were considered 
in the ·case, 
1 "In the Western Classification dried fruits are rated 
L.C.L. Class 3; C.L. Class 4. In the Pacific Coast East 
Bound Clas s ification the same articles are rated L .C.L. 
class 5, C.L. class 7. Raisins in the Western Classificaticn 
stand L.C.L. Class 2 , C.L. Glass 3. In the Pacific Coast 
East Bound Classification they stand L.C.L. Class. 4,C.L. 
Class 7. The Western Classification gives a higher carload 
rate on raisins than on dried fruits. In p. C. E. B. C. 
raisins and dried fruits in car lots are in the same class! 
'I 
Both classifications rate raisins higher in L.C.L. 
The Pacific Coast East Bound Classification, which was 
applied only upon long distance freight to the Missouri 
River and beyond ,was prepared for the purpose of facilit-
ating a free and cheap movement of California products to 
competing trade centers in the East. The local business 
was handled under the Western Classification and was char-gel 
much higher rates, 
At the hearing the carriers relied upon competition by 
t~e Canadian Pacific Railroad Compan~ a .foreign corporation, 
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as the justification for the rates made. At the time when 
the Act to Regulate Commerce went into effect the Candaian 
line then recently opened from Vancouver Sound to various 
points of connection with lines in the Eastern states ent-
ered upon active competition for through business in both 
directions between all Pacific Coast points and all parts 
of the United States on or east of the Missouri river. In 
this effort to secure traffic it was the policy of the Can-
adian road to make rates upon leading articles a little be-
low the rates made by transcontinental lines in this countr.r. 
This was to compel the recognition by the American lines of 
the principle that rates upon a circuitous line between like 
terminals should be lower than rates upon more direct lines 
in order to enable the longer route to obtain some portion 
of the traffic; or that "na tural disadvantages opera ting 
to the prejudice of a route competing for the business in 
question should be compensated by the priviliege of offer-
ing to the ·public a lower rate." As a part of their plan 
arrangements were made with a steamer line leaving San Fran-
cisco weekly for Vancouver to take shipments of freight 
upon through r"d.tes to various points in the Eastern States. 
The co mpetition was so managed as to make itself felt BUC-
cessively upon different articles sent to different points 
and it seriously affected all transcontinental business in 
both directions~ 
This situation as to the through business brought about 
an arrangement among the limes in January, 1888 , by which 
the Canadian Pacific became a member of th.e trans-continental 
association of roads and agreed with the other lines upon 
through rates considerably lower than had previously been 
maintained. It was understood in this agreement that the 
Canadian Pacific should be allowed certain diff erentials or 
in other words that the charges by that line should be less 
by from 5 to 10 per cent on the various classes than the 
rates criarged by the lines in the Uni ted States. And as no 
dif'ferential was provided for e,t Missouri River points the 
Canadian road was understood as retiring from competition 
in respect to that business. 
In giving their opinion on this case the Commission 
said that,as Canadian competition had ceased to participate 
in the Missouri River business since the petition was filed , 
it was impossible for them to see any reason for charging a 
higher rate from San Francisco to Denver than to Kansas ~i~. 
It was stated tha t there was no intent to modify the con-
struction of the statute as laid down in re Louisville and 
Nashville Railroad Company, and that this decision was in 
strict conformity with that one. As the Commission had beEn 
i:nformed that the traffic managers of the various continenial 
roads were engaged in considering a general re-construction 
of their tariffs and classifications and believing that an 
effort was being made in good fai th to re-adjust the local 
tariffs of the transcontinental lines and to simplif'y and 
combine their classifications in accordance with the re-
qUirementsf the law and the views of the Commission , it was 
considered best to drop the matter for a while, and allow 
the carriers an opportuni ty to complete the change. For 
this reason no order was made. 
1 On September 1, 1888, a new system of trans-continental 
rate making was put into effect. one of the most important 
changes made was in respect to the classification of freight. 
As has been noted above in the Denver case two classificat:laa 
had been used at the same time. Under the new system of 
rate making the Pacific Coast Classification was djsca:t6ed 
and the Western Classification alone retained, enabling a 
close comparison of rates as far as class charges were con-
c erned. 
The method adop t ed for reconstructing the tariffs west 
of the Missouri river caused a great deal of complaint+ at 
points between the Missouri river and the Atlantic, ~he sea-
board rates did no t vary materially from those that had pr~-
iously been in force on ocean-to ... ocean traffic but rates 
from points west of the Atlantic Goast as far as the MissQun 
river we r e quite materially increased. The justification 
for this infringement of the long and short haul clause was ---
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claimed to be the wat er competi tion encountered at the sea 
board. This competition the trans-continental association 
claimed was actual and of controlling force as there were 
several lines of clipper ships that would carry most of the 
business if the railroads did not approximately meet the 
rates made by them. This traffic the railroads said could 
not be given up as the sea-board business constituted fully 
40 % of the revenue derived from traffic carried by trans-
continental lines. If the ships should take freight des-
tined to an interior point east of San Francisco, the grie~ 
would then be subject to the local rate from the coast to 
the destination and in such an event the competition would 
begin at the Atlantic seaboard and end at the Pacific coast. 
To provide for certain traffic originating west of the 
Atlantic Coast for the Pacific Coast a number of commodity 
tariffs were issued to apply from certain points at rates 
consid.eraply IO .rer than such freight was subj ect to if it 
had been oompelled to pay the class rate. These tariffs ~ 
I bore this notation. hRates as provid.ed herein will only ap-
ply upon such articles · and from such points as are specif-
ically mentioned." wnen examined t~ese rates were found to 
be almost invariably the Atlantic seaboard rates. Many of 
the eastern' inland cities, such as Chicago and St. Louis, 
that were not named in the tariffs ., at once raised a storm 
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of opposition to t hese tariffs and a series of supplements 
were is s ued by the roads increasing the points from which 
such commodity rates applied. 
This system of making special commodity r-ates , from 
certain spec ifi ed point s only: did not meet wi th the approval -
! 
of the Commission and in a conferenc e wi th the representa tiv-e · 
of the transcontinental lines the opinion wa s given that 
this syst~ was objectionable in that the rates were given 
to favored points only and the roads intended to allow otb er 
points to be included if application should be made showing 
that some considerable ammount of traffic would follow, 
1 "Why one rate should be named on hammers and hatchets 
from Cohoes and another from Troy or Schenectady; why wind 
mills should have a certain rate establis h ed from forty-six 
specified points named in the various tariffs of the series 
to the exclusion of all the rest of the United states pre-
sents a question to which no answer can be found in the ta~ 
iffs themselves. It is no doubt , however , the fact that the 
enumera ted places as to each commodity are the places wher e 
t he respective articles are ch iefly manufactured for Cali:f-
ornia consumption. In fact it has been semi-officially an-
nounced that manufactur-ing pOints , where i mportant shipments 
of each commodi ty have been heretofore rec eived for the Pac-
ific Coast , have been selected and named, and that it is the 
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intention to supplement these lists with new points when any 
important amount of traffic in the articles nam~d , shall 
be offered for shipment by manufacturers or producers. If 
these rates are just and reasonable from the selected points 
ranging as they do through the en tire t e r f.' ito ry east of the 
Missouri river and west of the Atlantic sea -bo ard it would 
seem to follow that they would likewise be just and reason-
able from all other points in the same tel'ritory. What 
right has a common carrier to keep this hold upon merchants 
and manufacturers? where is its power to say to the people 
of the United States, as these tariffs practically do, that 
if any citizen desires to start a new industry for the Cal-
ifornia market he must ask the permission of the Trans-con~ 
in ental Association? it is not easy to see what interests 
the carriers seek to promote by maintaining this policy of 
exhibi ted power; the resul t of it is that they are enabled to 
say who shall ship to California and who shall be excluded 
from shipping." 
As a result of the above opinion of the Commission ex-
pressed at the conference/the roads issued a circular gov-
erning all west bound traffic destined to Pacific Coast 
terminals originating at the Atlantic seaboard and common 
points, and west thereof and east of the 97th meridian of 
longitude. The effect of this Wa.S to establish the princiI1le 
that no higher rate could be charged to Pacific 'Coast points 
on any articles from points between t pe Atlantic ocean and 
the Mi ssouri River than was charged on the same articles fmn 
points situated on the Atlantic seaboard. 
The Commission was greatly pleased with this change 
both in classification and in rates. In t heir second annual 
I report they said: "The Transcontinental rates have received 
a large share of the attention of the commission during the 
year. - - - - The changes made were very radical, and were 
in the direction of conformity to the fourth section of the 
law. They resulted in many reductions at intermediate points 
in part compensated by some increase upon t h rough business-
-- ~y changes were made and more are in contemplation; 
suggestions made by the Commission to the representatives 
of the lines have been promptly acceded to. The ocean comp-
etition is still recognized by the roads to some extent as 
controlling t h rough rates upon over land traffic, and is re-
lied upon as a justification for somewha t higher rates to 
pOints thi s side of Pacific coast terminals t h en are made to 
points si t uated directly on the Pacific coast. With this 
exception and some others of minor importance the rule of 
the short haul prOVision of the law has been put in force 
upon the transcontinental roads, where its operation and 
effect c an be observed under what now appear t o be favorable 
conditions. n 
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Part III. The Transcontinental Rate Probl~ as 11-
lustrated by the Complaint of the IntePIIlountain Cities, 
Zarticularly Spokane. 
Probably the most seri~s part of the trans-continental 
rate problem is involved in the treatment of the intermount-
ain cities of which Spokane is typical. This problem isV,'y 
difficult of solution and has received more att.ention than 
any other phase of the transcontinental rate situation. 
For these reasons it is proposed to devote the greater part 
of this study to that part of the question, tracing the 8pdk-
ane compl~int through its various developments down to the 
present time. 
~he first complaint was filed by the Merchant Union of 
spokane against the Northern Pacific Railway in 1889. 
1 The complainant represented the city of Spokane in the 
state of Washington and was an organization of men to secure 
reasonable and equitable rates to and from Spokane. When 
. "\"Thel'l\ fIe.. 
the case was begun in 1889 the N: P ~cwas the only road reach-
ing Spokane,but in octobertthat year the Union Pacific com-
pleted a branch from that city to Pendleton,and as it main-
tained the same rates to Spokane that th.e N.P. did the ~om­
mission made an order on April 21st 1891 allowing ,it to in~ 
ervene as a party to the proceeding. 
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The N. P. owns and operates a line of railway from Ash-
land, Wis. to Portland, Oregon and Wallula, Wash. a distanc e 
of 2 , 137 miles. Its principal eastern termini are st. Pau1, 
Minneapolis and Duluth in Minnesota, and its 'rincipal wes~ 
ern termini are the city of Portland in Oregon , and the cities 
of Tacoma and Seatle in the state of Washington. Spokane 
is in eastern Washington on the main line of the N. P. Ry. 
and is 1,512 miles west of St. Paul and 544 miles east of 
Portland and the distance from Spokane to Tacoma and Seattle , . 
is about 400 and 440 miles respectively. 
The Union Pacific main line extends from Council :Bluffs 
Iowa, to Ogden, Utah,where it connects with the Southern 
Pacific to form a trans-continental line to San Francisco. 
Both of ,these roads have many branqh lines, among those of $ 
the U. P. ia the one from Pendleton to Spokane and one from 
Pocatello, Idaho, to Helena, Montana, which is also on the 
main line of the N. P. about 1,130 miles west of St. Paul. 
The dis.tance from Chicago to Po rtland by the Union Pac ifie 
is 200 miles leas than by the N. P. But Spokane is 400 
miles nea.rer to Chicago by the N. P. than by the U. P. while 
from St. Paul to Spokane by the N. P. is much less. 
Spokane itself is the largest city in eastern WashingUn 
and is situated at the falls of Spokane river in the center 
of a splendid agricultura.l and mining country that extends 
fo r about 150 miles on all sides of it. Itscompeti tors 
are separated from it both on the east and west by mountains 
that are very difficult for railwoads to cross. Everything 
seems to indicate that Spokane is to be a great distribut-
ing center for a large and prosperous territory. 
The ch ief competitors for this territory are the west-
ern terminals of the Northern Pacific , Portland, Tacoma, 
and Seattle ,which a:ce all situated on navigable rivers con-
nected with the Pacific Ocean, and the interior towns of 
Ellensburg in Washington, Gennessee in Idaho and Missoula 
in Montana. The facts showed that Portland, and fossibly 
Seattle and Tacoma/received rates by rail on through ship-
ments from the east very much lower than Spokane could and 
hence were able to undersell t~ e wholesale me rchants of 
Spokane in all their territory and even to contete for some 
trade in the city of Spokane itself. Tacoma and Seattle 
are similarly situated and t h eir competition is of the same 
nature as that of Portland. Ellensburgh and Genessee , be-
cause of their inferior size , do not compete to any great 
ex tent wi th Spokane. Missoula, however, 250 miles to the east 
is a serious competitor of Spokane for the reason that its 
rates from the east are proportionally much less than those 
accorded to Spokane. 
I The freight rates complained of were made by the lrorth-
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ern Pacific Railroad and the transcontinental association of 
which both defendants were members.. ~he trans-contin ental 
Association was composed of the foll owing roads. Atchison 
Topeka and santa Fe; Atlantic and Pacific; Burlington and 
\ 
Missouri River; Canadian Pacific; Chicago Rock Island and 
Pacific (West of Missouri River) Colorado Midland; Denver ad 
Rio Grande; G,reat Northern; Missouri Pacific; Northern Pacjf-
ic; Oregon and California; Rio Grande Western; Southern Cal-
·iforniaj Southern Pacific; St. Louis and San FranCisco; Te~ 
and Pacific, and Union Pacific. The territory covered by 
this association included common points east of the 97th 
meridian, located on the roads of t h e Association and points 
east from there on roads with which the association had an 
agreed basis for the division of rates, and on the west 
there were the Pacific Coast Terminals and Intermediate 
Points. 
1 These inte rmediate points are points located on roads 
of the a s sociation on direct lines over which traffic pas s~ 
in reaching any of the following terminals: 
1. San Francisco, Sacremento, Marysville, Stockton, 
San Jose; & Oakland California when ro uted via. ~ny of the 
lineso\he assooiation except the Canadian Pacific Ry. 
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2. Los Angeles & san Diego. California when routed 
via . any of the lines of the association except the Canadian 
Pacific Ry., the Northern Pacific R. R. or the , line of the 
Union Pacific System via Huntington & East Portland. 
3. Portland, East Portland & Albina Oregon when 
routed via the Canadian Pacific By. Northern Pacific R. R. 
or Union Pacific System; & via OgdenJRoseville Junction El 
Paso, Mojale and Mt.Shasta route. 
4. Astoria Ore. wh en routed via the Canadian Pacific 
Ry. Northern Pacific R.R., or Union Pacific System only. 
5. Tacoma, Seattle, Port Townsend, Olympia, Anacortes 
Fair Haven, Hew Whatcom, Edmonds, Everett, Blaine, & Q,uarter 
Master Harbor Wash. Victoria, Nanaimo. & Ladners Landing 
B. C. only when routed via the Canadian Pacific Ry. Northem 
Pacific R.R. or Union Pacific Ry & steamer from Portland Ore .. 
6. Vancouver & New Westminster B. C. only when routel 
via the Canadian Pac ific Ry, or Northern Pacific R. R. 
1 The terri tory between the 97 meridian and t h e Atlantic 
seaboard is di vided into six groups or terri tOTies as follONS 
I, Missouri River Common Points. 
2. Mississippi River Qommon Points. 
3. Chicago-Milwaukee & Common Points. 
4, Cincinnati-TIetroit & Gommon Points. 
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5. Pittsburgh-Buffalo & Gommon Points. 
6. New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore and points 
common with each. 
Each of the ten classes into which the traffic is div-
ided ordinarily has a different rate bet1~een the same points 
The Western Classification which -is used in the tariffs of 
the trans-continental aSSOCiation, is made by a committee 
representing lines leading westward from Chicago and the 
Mississippi River and governs all through and local traffic 
on such lines, but on trans-continental lines its applica-
tions is extended to include shipments originating on the 
Atlantic Seaboard. 
The class rates then in force (Nov, 28, 1892) which 
were the same as they were on Sept. ~888~ applying between 
Pacific Goast Terminals and Intermediate points, and the 
six territoris east of the 97 meridian, were applied in 
both directions and are as follows: 
Class Rates between Pacific Terminals, Intermediate 
points and Territory east of the Missouri River. 
Between Pacific Classes 
Coast Intermed-
iate Points and 1 2 :3 4 5 A B C D 
Missouri River 
Com. Pts. 350 300 250 200 -175 115 115 12B 110 
Miss . River 





waukee & Oom 
1 2 3 4 5 A B D D E 
Pts. 390 340 270 210 185 190 170 135 120 110 
Cincinnati 
Detroit & 
Com. Pts. 395 345 275 215 190 195 175 140 125 115 
Pi ttsburgh 
Buffalo Be 
Com. Pts. 400 350 280 '50 195 195 175 140 125 115 . . 
N.Y. Bost. BaIt 
etc. 420 370 295 230 200 200 180 145 130 120 
Spokane being an intermediate point received the swne 
class rates as the terminals, Rates to and from San Fran-
cisco via the Canadian Pacific Ry. were lower by differnet-
ia1s varying from 15 to 28 cents in class 1, to 5 cents in 
class E. 
A large amount of traffic however moved by special com-
modity rates both east and west. ~here were many more of 
these howe~er applying to west bound traffic than to east 
bound. And in the west bound traffic there were about three 
sneets that applied to intermediate points and pacific 
Coast Terminals, while there were about 50 pages more that 
applied to terminal points only, and in this list were the 
greater number of articles that were shipped west from the 
terri to ry east of the 97th meridian. When the c orrnnodi ty 
, 
rates to the terminal plus the local back to an intermediate 
point was less than the straight intermediate1l'.ate~ , the 
combination was used, 
~he rates from St. Paul to Spokane were made and pub-
: {tV 
lished by the No~~hPacific R. R. and were progressive until 
a point was reached where the :cate was found to be as high 
as the class rate to the Pacific Qoast terminals; from this 
point on the terminal rate was applied under the rule that 
the terminal rate was to be the maximum rate to intermediate 
points with the exception that has been noted t 
3 As the rates were then arranged the maximum class 
rate was reached at Athol, Idaho; .2 miles east of Spokane, 
and continued from there west to Portland a distance of 586 
miles. The same rate for anything like so great a distance 
had never been known. The closest approach to it, from West 
End Montana to Garrison Montana inclusive, covered only ,]:60 
miles. 
Most of the shipments to Spokane were charged class 
I 
rates wh~e most of the traffic to western terminals moved 
by commodi ty rates! And as has been remarked there were 
only three pages of commodity rates for Spokane as against 
50 pages applying to Portland, 
The following table shows the class rates & distances 
from St. Paul to the various stations therein named, show-
ing increased rates per 100 lbs.compared with increased 
1 distance from starting point: - -
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Comparative Rates and Distance from St. Paul to Western 
'fowns. 
:Miles Station Per 100 1bs, 
from · 
St. P. 1 2 3 4 5 A B C D 
231 Hitter-
dale, Min. 77 65 50 39 31 31 27 23 19 
251 Fargo N.D. 80 68 52 40 32 32 28 24 20 
486 Sims,N.D. 130 109 90 78 66 54 48 41 37 
744 Miles Cy. 
Mont~ 170 144 124 107 94 84 74 65 57 
1007 Livingston 
Mont. 235 205 165 140 120 105 88 78 68 
1130 Helena 
Mont. 250 215 175 145 125 110 92 82 72 
1254 Missoula 
Mont 260 225 185 155 135 120 102 87 77 
1512 Spokane W. 350 300 250 200 175 175 155 125 110 
2056 Po rt1and 0 350 300 250 200 175 175 155 125 110 
The increase in first class rates between different 
points at substantially equally distances from each other 
between St.Paul and Spokane is as follows: 
Comparative Increase in Rates from St. Paul to Western 
fowns. 
Hitterdale 231 miles from st. Paul 77 cents 
Sims 255 « II Hitterdale 53 " 











Livingston 263 miles from Miles ~ity 65 cents 
l.lIi ssoula 247 " tt Livingston 25 " 
Spokane 258 11 " Missoula 90 " 
l'he increase in the other nine classes was propo rtion-
ally the same. This shows an extraordinary increase from 
Missoula to Spokane on west bound freight ~ and on· east bound 
freight from the Pacific Coast there was very little increase 
1 in the rate to Missoula over that to Spokane, 
1 "There is no point on the line of the North ern Pacific 
2 
where west bound rates are higher t h an to spokane; conse-
quently western terminals pay no more than Spokane even on 
articles carried at classification rates and no't---'withstand-
ing such articles may not be adapted to water carriage or 
actually sub,j ected to water competi tion." 
The freight tonnage carried to Spokan e and earnings, 
compared with Portland Tacoma and Seattle snow the relative 
revenues of the different towns for the year ending june 
30--1890. 
Station Tonnage Earnings 
Spokane 182 018 $1 664 905.48 
Seattle 122 174 .1 216 494.42 
Tacoma 534 219 1 859 645.86 
Portland 73 383 746' 194.99, .. 
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Freight Shipped from these poi~ts for year ending 
June 30, 1890. 
Station Tonnage Earnings 
Spokane 48 809 $163 848.52 
Seattle 19 3?1 110 862.97 
Tacoma 84 404 457 789.44 
Portland 118 066 586 451,14 
The tonnage was greater from east to west than back 
and many empties had to be hauled back, especially was this 
true of the traffic to the coast and has much to do with 
high rates from the west to Spokane. 
However most of the traffic to Pacific terminals is 
carried not at class rates but at special commodity rates. 
The difference between the class ra"te and the commodity 
rate may be determined from the tariffs, 
A few illustrations will sh ow the difference in these 






Canned goods C.L. 
Coffee roasted L.C.L. 
Calico~ L.C.L. 
Local Class Comb-Com-
ra tes of N.P. ina- mo di ty 
tion 
Kiss Spok Genn- El- Port 
oula ane esse~ens land 
burg 
135 175 1?5 162 107 
185 250 250 250 176 
260 350 350 294 189 
2 Crockery & Earthenware L.C.L. 225 300 300 242 149 
5 Iron bolts & nuts C.J~. 135 175 175 160 105 
3 Paper bags I • .c. L. 185 250 250 228 149 
5 Stoves ranges, etc. L.C.L. 135 175 175 172 117 
4 Tmn plate L. C. L. 155 200 200 196 131 
A Farm Wagons C. L. 120 125 175 163 113 
5 Nails c. L. 135 175 175 154 99 
1 Table Sauce L. c. L. 260 350 350 276 171 
2 Twine harvesting L. C. L. 225 300 300 242 149 
3 Baking powder L. G. L. 185 250 250 246 171 
1 Brooms L. C. L. 260 350 350 294 1'89 
2 Oordage L. C. L. 225 300 300 282 189 
3 Currants ( dried) L. C. L. 185 250 250 250 220 
5 Soap C. L. 135 175 175 154 '99 
Syrups C. L. 135 175 175 162 107 
294 189 
I Woodenware, Staple bulk &notions 350 350 350 270 
260 
287 216 
These rates show that many staple articles for which 
there was a large demand could be laid down on the Ooast mmh 
cheaper than at Spokane. 
There jrexisted in the tariffs many differences of ola~­
ification that favored the coast terminals in addition to 
their lower rates. On many commodities carload rates were 
made to Portland and not to Spokane. Spokane had to take 
the L.C.L. rate on C.L. lots. The privilege of mixing car-
load lots and C. L. rates was given to Portland and not to 
Spokane, while the minimum on which a G. L. rate could be §L 
given was in some cases 15 1 °00 Ibs. to Portland and 20 \000 
to Spokane. ~he railroads admitted this and said they were 
going to correct the differences. 
fl'he Commission dec ided that the all important po int was 
whetl1er water competition of an effective nature existed at 
the Pacific Coast terminals so as to necessitate maintain-
ing lower rates at those points than .at the intermediate 
, 
points. All of the terminal cities enjoyed the privilege 
of water transportation and might choose between them as the 
occasion and necessity determined~ Formerly most of the 
traffic was carried tot~50ast via Cape Horn. When railways 
were extended to that territory the demands of the country 
for transportation services were increased and these the 
railroads were amply able to care for, but their advantage 
did not outweigh all that the ocean carriers were able to 
offer and the latter are still in business and for certain 
kinds of commodities are offering exceptional terms. The 
continual opportunity to use ocean transportation acts as 
a very effective limitation on the amount to which rail 
rates may be raised, 
1 "Nor is the quantity of mercl1andise which now goes by 
water to these western termintas by any means insignificant. 
1. I. C. C.R.Vol. IV. P 191. 
A line of steamships from New York to San Francisco by way 
of the isthmus of Panama dispatches a ste~~er eve~ ten days 
and has done so for a number of years, and numerous sailing 
vessels take cargoeswith more or less regularity from At-
lantic and foreign ports to various distributing points on 
the Pacific Coast. Several lines of steamers run from San 
Francisco to Portland and Puget Sound ports. One of them 
send~ a vessel to the last named port every five days and 
two others every ten days. Between August 1888 and April 
1889 nineteen snips with merchandise cleared from New York 
for San Francisco and Portland and during the twelve month.s 
ending in May 1891 eight loaded vessels entered Portland sail 
ing directly from the Atlantic Boast. Clipper ships also ~ 
m~{e more or less frequent voyages from New York to Puget 
Sound ports direct, bringing merchandise of various kinds 
to Tacoma and Seattle in competition with the overland roads 
In addition to these there are occasional vessels coming to 
these ports for return cargoes of lumber, wheat etc, and 
willing to take outgoing freight in place of ballast at al-
most nominal figures." 
The extent to which the Canadian Pacific was a factor 
in maintaining low rates at the coast terminals could not be 
so easily determined. It was a foreign road chartered and 
subsidized by a foreign government and not directly amen-
able to the regulaTing authority of Congress. It was so 
located as to constitute a prominent factor in all quest-
ions of transportation between the eastern a nd western sec-
tions of the United states. ffihe fact that the roads agreed 
d 
to allow it certain differentials indicates that it hat con-
siderable power to direct traffic! 
Ali.hough the Commission was of the opinion that the 
lower charge to comparative points was fairly excusable by 
substantial differences in circumstances neverth eless it 
was their impression that some of the commodity rates under 
which tzaffic was taken to the western ports were except-
ionally low, ~d lower than the demands of water competi ticn 
would warrant. Whe only justification for a through rate 
less than the intermediate rate on the same article is the 
compulsion of rail carriers to make that rate or else suffer 
the , loS8 of the traffic to their water competitors. In 
1 t~ eir opinion the Commission said: "No judgment can be pas-
sed upon any particular rate but only upon the general 
propriety of the scheme as a whole. The rate to Spokane fnmn 
st. Paul is unreasonable not because a lower rate is made 
ate!' 
to coast towns but simply because the rate is un,just in a.&fl. 
of itself, Class rates identical with those in force to 
Spokane are maintained to the coast terminals and the im-
pression is that if there were no competition these rates 
would provide a fair remuneration to the roads for car~ing 
- -
1. I. c. C. R. Vol. IV. P 195. 
t h e traffic to the coast. And if such is a fair rate to 
Portland via Spokane the same class rate to Spokane alone 
must be excessive 
"The dascades intervene and cause a very expensive haul 
and a blanket rate that applies for 560 miles is entirely 
too inclusive • . 
l1The difference between through and inte:cmediate rates 
prove the unreasonableness of the latter. Something it is 
admitted must be made on through traffic ove:c the expense 
of the operation and to that extent it is profitable. But 
if it is profitable to any extent at all to carry merchand-
ise of every grade 2056 miles to Portland at an average co~ 
pensation of $30 a ton there must be an unreasonable profit 
in taking $52 a ton for carrying the same mdse. to Spokane 
a distance of 1512 miles." 
"A comparison of the Spokane and the Missoula rat.e shows 
almost conclusively that there must be an unreasonable rate 
at Spokane. The distance from St. Paul to Missoula is 1254 
miles, only 258 less than to Spokane,yet Missoula has a 260 
rate and Spokane a 350 on first class articles. The in-
creased distance to Spokane is about 20 % of the distance 
to Missoula but the increase to Spokane of the Missoula rate 
is nearly 35 %" For these reasons the Commission decided 
that the Spokane rate should be reduced 18 %. 
This was the Commission's first decision on the case in 
1892. 
1 Because of delay in acting upon the order of the Com-
mission proceedings were instituted by the merchan*s and 
Shippers of the city of Spokane under Sec. 16 of the I. C. 
law amended by the Act of Mar. 2nd, 1889, to enforce the 
orders of the Interstate Commerce Oommission in the case of 
the }ferchants Union 'IV. N. P. R. Co. (5 I. C.C. R.--478-513) 
The Petition was filed in l894 , when the N. pi Railroad was 
in the hands of receivers, and it was claimed they were not 
complying with the order of the Commission. The receivers 
answered the petition and a master in chancery was appointed 
to take the evidence. 
Mea.nwhile the N. P. Ry. Company §Qt... possession of 
the road and they were substituted as respondents in place 
of the receivers. In the decision by the Circu it Oourt a 
great deal was made of the fact that the statute gave the 
right to the Commission or any interested party to bring a 
proceeding to enforce an order, and customarily the Commis-
sion had brought the proceeding, and that it did not do so 
in this case raised the presumption that it did not consider 
its order was being violated. 
The opinion of the circuit court was that the Commis-
sion has no power to make rates, and especially has the 
Commission no power to order that rates from a given point 
to one city shall hear a certain relation to the rates from 
1. Fed. Rep. 83 p 249. 
the same point to another city. (Head note No. 9,I. C. C. v 
Louisville & N. R. Co. 73 Fed. Rep. 410) 
1 mwhere the Commission has assumed to make an order fix-
ing rates and a proceeding is brought to enforce such order 
it is the duty of the Court to declare the same to be null 
" and void. 
2 "The Interstate Oommerce Commission cannot fix a rate 
absolutely or relatively, directly or indirectly but must 
content itself with pronouncing a rate unjust or unreason-
~ 
able leaving it to the carrier to readjust its rates as 
often as required to. 
1 !tAn order made by the Interstate Commerce Commission 
which authorizes a railway company to make commodity rates 
on competitive traffic to terminal points, les8 than their 
rates on like traffic to an intermediate non-competitive 
pOint, but directs that such commodity rates must not be 
lower than necessary to meet competition, nor to be applied 
to articles not actually subject thereto, is a mere general 
statement of the duty of the railway company as defined by 
the law, and is too indefinite to be the tiasis of a decree 
by the court to enforce obedience." 
For these reasons the order. of the Commission was not 
enforced by the courts. 
This decision practically anulled all orders and effore 
of the Gommission and the complaints were discontinued for 
1. Fed. Rep, 83 p-249 - -
2. Fed. Rep. 83 p 256 
several years. 
After the passage of the Hepburn law in 1906 , the 8ity 
of Spokane renewed its complaints thinking that the new law 
1 would be favorable to them. The complaint was brought a-
gainst the Northern Pacific Ry. the Gt. Northern Ry. Comp-
any, the U. P. R. R., the Oregon R. and Navigation Co. & 
the Spokane Falls and Northern Ry. Company. The first four 
form' t h rough lines between Missouri River and Spokane and 
the fifth fo:cms a connecting line at Nelson with the Canad-
ian Pacific Ry. making a route for Spokane to the east. 
Rates east of Missouri river as well as west were complained 
of and roads that thus partic ipated were made parties to th e 
proceedings and answered. 
The issues of the case were three. 
1. nDo rates of defendants unduly discriminate against 
Spokane in favor of Coast points and thus violate the fourth 
section? 
2. "Are certain privileges allowed to coast traffi'c 
that is denied to that of Spokane? 
3. ~re rates applied by defendants to Spokane inher-
ently unjust and unreasonable?" 
Spokane is 400 miles east of Seattle, and Missoula 
Mont. 250 miles east of Spokane. Class rates in cents per 
100 lbs. from St. Paul, Chicago and New York to Seattle, 
1. I. C. C. Rep. Vol. XV. p 376. 
I Spokane and Missoula were as follows: 
Class Rates from St. Paul & Ohicago to Seattle / Spokane 
and Missoula. 
From To Seattle 
1 2 3 4 5 A 13 C D E 
St.Paul 300 260 220 160 160 160 125 100 95 85 
Chicago 300 260 220 190 165 160 125 100 100 95 
N. Y. 300 260 220 190 165 160 125 100 100 95 
From To Spokane 
St.Pau1 300 360 220 190 150 145 125 100 95 85 
Chicago 360 310 260 210 170 170 145 117 109 98 
From To Missoula 
St.Paul 236 201 165 142 118 118 94 83 59 47 
Chicago 296 251 205 161 138 143 114 100 73 60 
Class rates from St. Paul to Seattle and Spokane were 
the same and less to Missoula. From Chicago they were higher 
to Spokane than to Seattle and lower to Missoula. There 
were no joint rates to Missoula from Chicago but they were 
arrived at by a combination on St. Paul. 
From N. Y. class rates were the same to Seattle as frem 
st. Paul and Chicago, but higher to Spokane by combination 
on Chicago. If traffic originated at the Missouri river 
there would have been no discri~ination on Spokane. The maj-
ority of Spokane traffic moves upon commodity rates, -
1. I. C. c. R. Vol. XV. p 379. 
What the rates were on these commodities from St. Paul 
Chicago and N.Y. to Seattle, Spokane and Missoula may be 
seen from the following table. 
1 Rates from St. Paul to Seattle, Spokane and Missoula. 
St. Paul to Seattle. 
Class L.C.L. Class. e.L. 
Tin boxes nested 2nd 260 comb. 85 
Shovels spades & Scoops Comb. 
Fruit jars and glasses " 
Canned corn peas and beans " 
Drugs and medicines " 
Cotton ducks & denims " 
Glassware N. O. S. 3rd 
Stoves N.O.B. 3rd 
Twine in bales and boxes Comb, 
copper wire " 
Wire fencing in rolls " 
st. Paul to Spokane 
Tin boxes nested 2nd 
Shovels spades and scoops " 
Fruit jars and glasses 3rd 
Canned Corn peas and beans 
Drugs & medicines 1st 
Cotton ducks & denims " 
-



















































Twine in bales and boxes 
Copper wire 
Wire fencing in rolls 
Class L.C.L. 
2nd 260 




St. Paul to Missoula, 
Tin boxes nested 2nd 201 
Shovels spades and scoops 
Fruit jars and glasses 
Canned corn peas and beans 
Drugs & medicines 
Cotton ducks ~ denims 
Glassware N.O.S. 
Stoves N.O.S. 
Twine in bales and boxes 
(Jopper wire 






















































Rates from Bhicago to 'Seattle, Spokane and Missoula, 
to Seattle. 
Tin boxes ~ lard pails 
Shovels spades etc. 
Fruit jars and glasses 
Canned corn peas, beans 
Drugs & medicines 










Gatton ducks denims 
Glassware N.O.S. 
Stoves N. O. S. 
Twine bales & boxes 
Copper wire 
Wire fencing in rolls 
'fa Spokane. 
Tin boxes & lard pails 
Shnvels spades etc. 
Fruit jars & glasses 
Canned corn peas beans 
Drugs & medicines 
Cotton ducks denims 
Glassware N.O.S. 
Stoves N.O.S. 
Twine bales & boxes 
Copper Wire 
Wire fencing in rolls 
To )fis'soula. .. 
Tin boxes & lard pails 
Shovels, Spades etc. 
Fruit jars &. glasses 
Canned corn, peas, beans 
























































































Cotton ducks denims 
Glassware N.O.S. 
Stoves N.O.S. 
Twine bales & boxes 
Copper wire 
Wire fencing in rolls 



















Rates from N. Y. to Seattle, Spokane & Missoula 
to Seattle. 
Tin boxes & lard pails 2nd 
Shovels, scoops, spades Comb. 
Fruit jars glasses It 
Canned peas, corn, beans It 
Drugs & medicines It 
Cotton ducks denims It 
Glassware N.O.S. . n 
Twine bales boxes " 
Copper wire tt 
Wire fencing in :colIs It 
Stoves N. O. S. 3rd 
to Spokane. 
Tin boxes & 1ardpai1s Comb. 
Shovels sooops spades It 


































Canned peas, corn, beans 
Drugs & medicines 
Gotton ducks denims 
Glassware N.O.B. 
Twine bales boxes 
Copper wire 




Tin boxes & lard pails 
Shovels scoops spades 
Fruit jars & glasses 
Canned peas, corn, beans 
, 
Drugs & medicines 
Cotton ducks denims 
Glassware N.O.S. 
Twine bales boxes 
Copper wire 
Wire fencing in rolls 
Stoves N. O. S. 










































































Fr.om these r~tea it may be seen tha t When an article 
mo'Ve~ und~r. a. commodity rate to both Seattle and Spokane 
the rate was ~.ually higher to Spokane than to .seattle. 
The 8,ommission ' found that the Spokane' commodity rate 
did not equal t h e Seattle rate plus the local back to Spokane 
but in the majority of cases t he Spokane rate was higher than 
the Seattle rate by about 70 per cent of the local from 
Seattle to Spokane. 
Many times an article was allowed to move to Seat t le 
on a commodity rate wh ile to Spokane it took a class rate. 
Transcontinental tariffs t hen in force had 1560 west bound 
commodi ty rates but the number of such from St .• Paul to 
Spokane was only 636. 
Gla.ss rates to Seattle apply as blanket rates for most 
-t:he. 
part to all territory east of Missouri river and" same was 
usually true of west bound commodity rates. Of the 'commod-
i ty rates from St'. Paul to Spokane not -all extended east, 
only 407 extend~to Chicago and a less number still to N.Y. 
Spokane was compelled to pay higher rat·es for what it 
received from 'the east and in addition its market was re-
st ric ted. 
By the Northern Pacific and Gt. Northern to the coast, 
Spokane. is strictly an intermediate city and a violation 
of the fourth clause was urged. 
From previous examinations of this subject the comnis-
sion decided t hat there was suc h a t hi ng as effective ~!'ater 
oompetition from the Attlantic to Pacific coast points • 
. l1'he traffic manage r- of the American Hawaiian Steamship Comp-
1 any, the largest water transportation company competing for 
this traffic, said at this investigation that they seldo:!lJIl 
drew any traff ic west of Buffalo & Pi ttsbu:rg'. And as the 
I 
:rates by water apply only f:rom N. Y. to coast points the 
• 
further inland the traffic originates the less it is' sought 
for by water transportation and the more expensive it is to 
move it by water. 
The rates to Spokane, however, were higher than to Pac-
ific coast points from all the territory east of the Miss-
ouri :eiver! The articles used on the coast are manufactured 
both at Chicago and New York. If they should move from 
Chicago they muse almost necessarily move by rail which is 
a much less difr~:~Rae than from New York, and much less 
expensive to the railroad. And the Chicago manufactu:rer 
asks for a rate that will allow him to sell in competition 
with the N. Y. manufacturer! This has led railroads to ap-
ply the same rate that water competi tlon forces them to make 
from the Atlantic coast, to all territo:eyeast of the Mis-
souri river'. This application of a blanket rate was inves-
tigated by the qommission in a previous case--Business Men's 
League of St. Louis v A. T.& S.F. Ry.' Co. (9 I. G.C. Rep~ 3 
18.) " where it was held that with water competition compel-
ling low al~-rail freight rates from N. Y. to San Francisco 
-1. 
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and other Pacific aoast terminals, a ,showing that the dis,,: 
tance is less and that graded rates were formerly in force 
is not sufficient to warrant an order requiring lower rates 
from St. Louis, Chicago, and other interio:c pOints 1 than from 
New York on traffic ca:cried by rail to Pacific coast des-
tinations. " , Fo:c this reason it was held' that the defend-
ants did not violate the third and fourth sections of the 
Interstate Commerce Act. 
The second point to be decided was the question of grant 
ing more favorable minimums and permits, in certain cases to 
the coast terminals than to Spokane. In Kindel y Boston & 
Albany Railroad Co '. (II I.e.C. Rep. 495) it was held that 
water competi tion may justify a difference in minimum or 
in the privilege of mixing carloads exactly as it may just-. " 
ify a lowe:c rate. And this wule was held t o apply in this 
case. 
The third point to be decided was the reasonableness 
of the rates from the east fo Spokane. To determine the ef-
fect of any order that might be made the roads we,re asked 
to produoe a statement showing the loss of income that would 
have been incurred by applying terminal rates to the traf-
fic t hat aotually moved to Spokane for the year 1906. Two 
months of that time were selected as representative. The 
1 results showed that the loss to the Gt. Northern 
1. I. C. C. R. Vol. XV. p 418, 
would have been $340 1 484 and to the Northern Pacific $47'7 
139. As the Spokane rates are part of a definite scheme of 
rate making any change in those rates would have necessit-
ated changes for the surrounding territory also which would , 
hav~ more than doubled the above sums. 
That discrimination was practiced by the roads in ap-
plying a lower rate to Seattle than to Spokane was urged 
by the complainants, but the court held that Seattle was 
peculiarlt situated and could command a better rate than 
Spokane and hence a charge of discrimination could not be 
urged~ All tha t co uld be asked for was a just rate for the 
city of Spokane itself rega rdless of the practice at oth er 
pOints! 
T~okinds of rates are made to Spokane--class and com-
modity rates~ 
The first class rate from St.Paul to Spokane & Seattle 
was the same while the first class rate from Chicago was 
60 cents higher to Spokane than to Seattle, and about the 
same relation was maintained in the other classes, 
~he first class rate from Chicago to N. Y. was 75 ¢ for 
about a thousand miles; a rate that was made the basis for 
all rates from the Atlantic to territory east of the Mis-
souri River. From st. Paul to Spo~ane the rate was four 
times as much for a distance about one third greater. As a 
1 
defense for this the roads claimed that different traffic 
and opera ting conditions obtained t hat made the higher 
rate perfectly justifiable. 
Earnings and Expenses of Three roads in 1897 & 1901. 
Gross earnings- net earnings - Ratio of operat-
. n to lng ex.l.-enses 
earnings .. 
1897 1907 1897 1907 1897 1907 
Nor.Pacific $4 074 12 574 1 338 5 666 67.15 54.94 
Gt.No r. 3 950 9 606 1 865 3 972 54.31 58.65 
U.P.&others 5 754 13 403 2 300 6 288 60.04 53.08 
From these figures it may be seen that conditions 
changed very materially in the ten years between 1897 & 1907. 
And the changes were such as to make for a lower rate in-
stead of an advance. 
2 ~he ~ommiaaion h eld that altho ugh class rates to Pac-
ific coast terminals might to some extent be infl-uenced by 
competition they were not influenced to the same extent as 
co:rmnodi ty r ates, a'nd that compet i tion applIed more strict-
ly to conditions east of Missouri river points than to those 
we s t of t he Missouri river, and h ence it was thought that 
the scale of class rates from ,st·. Paul to Sea.ttle affo rded 
ample compensation for the defendants. 'With this as a bas:is 
it was decided that reasonable rates from St. Paul to Spo-
I. c. c. R. 






kane would be obtained by reducing the rate from St. Paul 
to Seattle by about 16 2/3 %. , And as the distance from 
Chicago to Spokane is only slightly more than from st. Paul 
to Seattle and there was found to be no condition that would 
justify a higher rate in the former instance, the rate 
from St. Paul to Seattle was thought to be reasonable from 
Chicago to Spokane. 
From t hese facts the commission decided that the fol-
lowing rates should be rea~onable class rates from St.Paul 
and Ghicago to Spokane. 
To Spokane 
From 1 2 3 4 5 A :s C D E 
ti. Paul 250 217 183 158 133 133 104 83 79 71 
Chicago 300 259 216 179 150 154 121 97 91 82 
The complainants also claimed that the commodity rates, 
of which there were about 1600 items, many of which were lo.er 
to Seatt le than to Spokane 1were creating a discrimination ~ 
gainst Spokane. And it was furt her urged that the rates to 
Seattle would be reasonable if applied to Spokane. As the 
existence of effective water competition had already been 
established no discrimination by a violation of the third 
or fourth sections of the Intersta te Commerce Act could be 
held to exi at, and the only question was as to wh ether the 
rates to Seattle would be reasonable if applied to Spokane 
without reference to Seattle. 
1. I. C .. C.R.-Val .. -XV. pp 421-2. 
The terminal rates to Seattle applied very generally from 
all po int s ei ther on the Missouri river and east, and the 
complainants insisted that as it is 400 miles from Chicago 
to St. Paul and 400 from Spokane to Seattle and the Chioago 
Seattle rate can be maintained through St.Paul and Spokane, 
the same rate should be reasonable when applied as a local 
rate from St.Paul to Spokane. Moreover as the rate from N. 
Y. to Seattle was usually the same as the Chicago to Seattle 
rate and it must be assumed that this rate at least pays 
the cost of transportation in spite of the competitive water 
rate that must be met the same rate which pays the cost of 
movement for 3200 miles should yield a reasonable profit 
when applied as a local rate for the 1500 miles that lie be-
tween St.Paul and Spokane, 
It was found by the Commission that the ton-mile reven-
ue that would be produced by applying the Chicago~Seattle 
rates as locals between St.Paul and Spokane would be nearly 
the same as that on the rates that were established for 
carrying fruit and vegetables east from the Pacific countr.y. 
The rates on the 32 commodities in force jan. 1, 1909, spe~ 
ifioally attached for corresponding distances in other parts 
of the United States, as well as the rates from Chicago to 
Seattle and from St.Paul to Spokane,are given below: 
1 







Canned corn, peas 
Belting canvas 






Bott les wine beer 
Drugs & medicine 
























Paints in oil buck ets 57 
57 
Paint in oil iron drums 
Paper bags 53 
Cleve- Chicago 
land to El 
























































































Rubber boots 136 181 179 150 255 
Circula r saws in boxes 127 164 158 150 228 
Alcohol stoves 63 96 98 150 150 
stove s 5'1 96 98 130 155 
Twine i n bales 62 121 132 95 167 
Cor dage in pckga . 62 121 132 95 167 
'Wh eel ba rrows Kd 59 1/2 101 10 4 90 141 
Windmills 60 92 95 135 155 
Co pper wire 68 121 132 110 '188 
Wire f enoing 59 '14 '74 80 10,5 
Woo denwa.re 68 107 118 125 174 
The rates from Chicago to Seattle when examined were, 
exc e pt in a few cases, found to be reasonabl e if applied 
fro m St. Paul to Spokane, and the Commission decided that 
r ea.s onabl e rates on these same co mmodities from Chicago 
to Spo kane should be 16 2/3 more than the rate from St , 
Pa ul to Spoka ne . Wh e fo llowing rates wer e established 
and ordered effective May 1, '09 . 
Rates from St . PaJll & Chicago to Spokane Established by 
t he Commiss ion in 1909. 
Commo d i ty . Rate from 
st . Paul Chicago 
Tin boxes Be lard pails lI. O. S . 100 11'1 
Boxed crated or jacketed 100 117 - - - -
1 . I . c. C. R. Vol . XV . p ~2S ~ 
St. Paul Chicago 
Nested in boxes barrels or crates. 100 117 
Carpets N.O.S. 
Plow points 
Shovels spades scoops in pckgs. 




Belting, cotton or rubber 
Bicycles boxed 
Bicycles crated 
Blank books and tablets 


























Drugs & medic ines 150 175 
Cotton duck & denims any quantity 150 175 
Glass--window under 68 ~nehes 90 105 
Paint dry in boxes cans boxes barrels 
casks 90 105 
Paint in oil in cans (boxed) or barrels 90 105 
White or red lead or in oil 90 105 
Paper bags plain 100 117 
Paper bag" .printed 100 117 
Rubber bo ots and shoes 1'75." 
Circular saws (on boards) 150 175 
Circula r saws i n boxes 
Water heat ers gas or gasoline 
Stove s and ranges cast iron 
Stoves air tight heaters 
Glasswa re N.O .S. 
Twine & cordage bales boxes 
Wheelbarrows Kd flat 
indmi11s k.d. 
Wire oopper 
Wire fenCing in rolls 
Woodenware , in packages 





















No attempt was made to deal with less than carload lots 
as it was felt that the carriers we r e better able to deal 
with this matter themselves . 
1 After the commission had established these class and 
commodity rates from Chicago and st. Paul to Spokane via 
Nor. Pacific and Union Pacific li-nes in Feb. 1909, the Union 
Pacific filed a petition asking to be relieved from this 
order on the ground that there was no direct line from St. 
Paul to omaha included in the case, hence the Union Pacific 
co ul d not establish any rates from St. Paul and because the 
distance from St. Paul and Chicago via Union Pacific was 
much greater than via the Northern Pacific. 
- - -
1. I. G. C. R. Vol.XVI. P 179 • . 
Because no direct line from St. Paul to Omaha was in-
cluded in the PToceedings 1 the order was modified to except 
the Union Paoifio from St.Paul traffic. 
As class rates from st. Paul to Spokane were fixed at 
16 2/3 % less than thos'e to Seattle, prinCipally because of 
the difference in distance,tne Union Pacific insisted that 
they should not be compelled to put in force over their 
lines inoluding a distance of 2300 miles the same rate that 
was found reasonable for 1900 miles. AS Spokane had ade-
quate service over two roads from St.Paul , the Nor~ Pao-
ific and the Gt. Northern,there seemed no necessity for in-
si sting tr at freight should be carried at the same rate over 
a muoh longer route • . 
In relieving the Union Pacific from these rates a ser-
ious problem arose concerning the territory lying between 
" of 
Pendleton and Spokane. This happened because ~ the dif-
ferent directions taken by the railways in that section. 
The Union Pacific it will be nemembered leaves the main line 
I I 
at Pendleton and reaches Spokane by a branch 251 miles long r 
while tne Nor. Pacifio reaches Pendleton by extending south 
from Spokane. Formerly it had been the practice to grant 
to all territory between Spokane and Pendleton the Spokane 
rate. But in relieving the U. P. of the Commission's order 
regarding the Spokane " rate some change seemed certain to 
be made in the territory that had previously enjoyed the 
Spokane rate. 
Several petitions to the COmTIission were sent in by int-
erested communities but as they were not parties to the pro-
ceedings no notice could be taken of them, 
The effective date of the order of the Commission was 
postponed until June l,and one condition was that by May 
20,a comprehensive plan for establishing rates in all int-
ermediate territory snould be submitted. All of the ter-
1'i tory from Spokane to Pendleton was supposed to be includEd 
f , , .' 
in this plan, 
1 In May, 1909 the Gt.Northern & Nortbern Pacific pre-
) 
~. J. 
sented a schedule of oommodity rates . from eastern points to 
Spokane and asked pe:rmisslon to be allowed to establish thEm .. 
This scheme of rates cause,d many protests and on June 9, 
1~09) Spokane fil~d i ts supp1eme~ta1 ;r';po,r\ making . these com-
modi ty ra.tes an i ssue and asking that joint rates should be 
. , 
established from destinations east of Chicago to Spokane 
on class and commodity rates. Many other cities filed pet-
it ions as interveners, 
f 
A hearing was held ~n Washington, in June 1909, and an-
I , 
other at Spokane in September a.nd October of that year to , , 
determine the merits of the ra~es. 
2 The schedule as proposed mad~, a rate to Spokane from 
'-, I 
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~ 9h1oago by taki~g 75 % of tlle termiha.l rca'te from east~ 
ern territory and add.ing to it the local rate back to .Spok.,.. 
ane reduced by 16 .2/3 fo. Their :reason for this peculi,ar 
soheme was that although rates from the . ea.st to terminals . 
were induoe(! bY' "~ter oompetition they did not . fully· meet 
it sinoe a great deal of traffic still moved by water~ Hence 
it was assumed at .the beginning that rates 25 % loweJ,'" would 
be necessa.ry to fully meet the water 'aompeti tion! · Traffic 
to an interiQr point could move frGID. an east·ern' pcrint 
of or!.gJ:j1 ' t~ . a teminal and then by adding · the' .looal :-iate 
to the interior pe.int! . ,rna ooast c1 ties have ,olaimed .. that 
the east bound rates were exce~sive and . the rO,ad~ .·a. QnC:~ded" 
this .by using in their Spokane rate not the : full 1.ocf11 .but 
one reduced by 16 2/3 'fi. 
This ra.te aa ' ha.s b.een 8~! d was .e.pJ>.llte,<i : itcQlf:1..~Obi"Cagc 
a.nd the same ' rate · applie~d .:t.r().m; the ;llississ.ippi "ri'ver, but 
from the .M:issQuri rivera 10% re.ductie~n '·was ~ mad·e because 
that was soup-posed . to equal a eup'J)Oeed inareased. cost of man-
ufactu:ring 1'll tha.t di strlat. 
Ji'rom points ea.st of C:m.ic~othe full 10ca.l ra.·te was to 
be .-qde,4, tQ ,. Ohiaago ; hen the eQmnlodi ty was produced in 
~~rgeql;1.aA*i ties :ill ... Chica.go or west of there, When the com-
modi ty· ' wa.$.rpr~d\l.Qed , a,lnlO·st . "exclus ively on · the ·Atlanti.e oo..a.st 
., 
or East of Chioago, , the~hicag<> rate was to be constructed 
by subtract ing th e 10 cal rate from that place to Chicago, 
wh ich meant applying the Chicago rate to the point of orig~
 
Whe r ever possible Spokane was to buy in Chicago and where 1
a 
that was not possible a rate should be given that would al-
low it to buy in the same market with the terminal compet-
itors. 
1 The complainants ob,j ected to tbese rates on the grou
nd 
that they were not as favorable to Spokane as those enj oyed
 
by the terminal competitors and that the proposed rates wer
e 
no subs tant ial reduct ion from the exi st ing ra. tea. N ei tn er of 
these objections were considered as ' very serious by the com
 
mission wbich held that there was no reason for applying 
the rates from Chicago instead of some more eastern pOint 
since the terminal rate.,75 %' of which was used as a . bas~s 
for the Spokane rate, was a blanket rate applied ' from all 
territory east of the Missouri River. That blanket rate wa
s 
claimed to have been induced by water competition. Hence if
 
the Spokane rate was to meet water competition why should 
it not have been applied frrom all territory east of the 
Missouri river as well? The roads claimed in answer to 
this that ' they were allowed to meet water competition in 
any way they saw fit. 
The general idea seemed to be to compel Spokane to buy 
-
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as far west as possible for the convenience of the carriers
 
and while they could decline to apply the same rates for 
longer hauls t h ey could not be allowed to lay down a rate 
that practically limi ted the field for Spokane buyers. Be-
sides the proposed rates were of no benefit to any other 
place except Spokane, and the Commission had stated in its 
restrai ning ord~r that some kirid of a scbeme was desired 
th a t would be applicable to other points in the intermount-
ain territory, Nothing was said about how far west or east
 
the 75 % of t he terminal rate should be added to the local 
rate. If Spokane was entitled to a rate equal to 75 % of the 
terminal r a te because of water competition certainly every 
point west of t here should be allowed th e same privilege. 
And if the same principle ~~ used for towns east of 
Spokane the rate would increase the farther east it was ex-
tended because t h e local from the terminal would increase. 
It is very do ubtful if t he8e was ever any very "serious wat
~ 
competition at Spokane that had to be met and hence the 
rates were based on facts tha t did not exist, 
In t h e original complaint the class rates from Chicago 
to St. Paul to Spokane were attacked and the ~ommdssion 
fixed lower rates in their place, also thirty-four commod-
ity rates were complained of and lower ones were substit-
uted for them, A general complaint was also made agains
t 
all rates from Chicago and St. Paul to Spokane but the Com
-
mission said that a specific attack must be made on e~ch 
rate before the complaint could be considered, 
I There was much dissatisfaction with the commodity rate 
established by the commission as the complainants claimed 
that no rate should be allowed which exceeded the rate to 
Seattle and the railroads claimed that if that plan of mak-
ing rates was carried to its logical conclusion it would 
mean financial ruin to them. As to the complainants claim 
t he ~ommission held that in view of the fact that water 
competition was an established fact the Seattle rates could 
in no way be used as a measure of reasonable rates to any 
other pOint, and that rates to Spokane should be fixed which . 
would be just under all circumstances regardless of what 
might obtain at competitive points! 
The railroads urged that they had made numerous improv-
ments which required the previous rates to make them profi~ 
able , but the Connnission held that if the improvements were 
needed their increased traffic would make them profitable 
without increased rates, In a supplemental petition the 
complainants attacked 580 commodity rates and the Commis-
sion held that they were unreasonable and should not in the 
I 
future exceed certain rates which they prescribed. 
The railroads ob j ected to the Cormnission t s fixing 
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either class or commodity rates east of Chicago. Spokane 
tariff s t hen in effect divided the territory east of the M~ 
souri river into six groups and no joint olass r~te6 existed 
from territory east of Chicago, Because of the attempt to 
fix the jobbing territory of Spkane in 1904 r a great deal of 
oonfusion resulted in the commodity rates. Some applied 
from Chioago only, others extended farther ' east, and a few 
from the Atlantic sea board, Class rates from the eastern 
te rritories to Paoific terminals ' gove'rned by the western 
class ification were in effect fo 'r a. time but on Jan, 1 1910 
all of these except for the first four ,olasses were with-
, 
drawn. And as then existing class rates to Spokane from 
, , ! 
t erri to ry east of Chicago were made by a combination upon 
," 
Chicago or St. Paul governed by the offioia~ classification 
to either of t hese paints and by the Western classificaticn 
, 
for the rest of the way_ As might easily be imagined a gre~ 
deal of annoyance was experienoed beoause" of tIlis differ-
ence in cla.ssification regarding transcontinental traffic 
and the different requirements as to packing, minimum etc, 
prescribed by each one, 
joint through class and commodity rates were estab-
lished and a lower rate ch.arged from Mississippi River pointa 
than from Chicago points. Whe previous findings of the com-
, I • 
mission a~ to the proper difference that should be made be-
tween th e at. Paul and Chicago clas s rates to Spokane was 
amended so aa to lessen the difference, as /was als'o the 
finding regarding t he commodity rates from the same places. 
1 After deciding ,on the rates fr0m points of origin an-
other serious question was to decide to what pOints the 
Spokane rates should apply~ Spokane was the original pet-
itioner but Baker ~ity, La Granderand Pendleton in Oregon t 
and alIa alIa in Washington, later filed petitions.asking 
t h t the rates to Spokane should be applied to them also~ 
Bak r oity , La; Grande, and Pendleton are on the main line ~ 
t he Oregon Jia,ill'oadand Navigation Company and are distant 
from Omaha 1,442, 1,494 and 1,568 miles respectively~ Walla 
alIa 18 upon a branch of the Oregon Railroad and Navigaticn 
Company from P,endleton to Spokane and is 47 miles from Pend-
leton. 
Previously Spokane rates fromST. Paul had applied on 
t he Gr at Northern as far west as Avery, III miles from 
SpoKane, and upon the Northern Pac ifie as far west as Kenne -
wiok, 149 miles. On its branch to Pendleton the Northern 
Pacific had maintained the Spokane rate from St. Paul and in 
the opinion of the aommission the rates established by it 
should apply in this same manner. Rates from st. Paul, Om-
aha a..nd other y issouri River points to Spokane had previoua]y 
been the same. ~he Union Pacific lines extended from, Pend-
leton to Spokane and it had been the policy of that road to 
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apply the same r a te from Omaha. to Spokane that had been 
. 
mad by th nort hern roads from St. Paul to Spokane and 
ev n to join with connecting lines in applying the same 
rat s fro St. Paul thro ugh Pendleton to Spokane that the 
northe n roads made over the direct route. And no higher 
charg as made at any point between Pendleton and Spokane 
resulting in h t a s called the Spokane r a te t e TT it o~J. 
Hi g er r te had,howevec, been charged to Baker City and La 
Gr nde ro , Omaha than to Spokane , al though ' Spokane was far-
th r ro 0 aha.. 
1 The Qommi s ion held in this case that there was no ju~ 
if 16,b1 r aeon for t he h i gher charge for the shorter dist~e 
and order d the established rates to a pply to Baker aity, 
Pen 1 ton , La Gr ande , and alIa. Walla. The Union Pac ifie 
as not re uired to maintain t he same rates to Spokane and 
no opinion as expr ess ed as to the territory between Walla 
Walla an Spokane . 
In order t o deteTmine the eff ec t .of these new rates 
t h e roads were ordered to keep accurate accounts of all bus--
lness affected by t hem for the months of July, August, and 
September , and any criticism of the rates could be filed 
before Augus t 10, 1910. 
Tbe t erri t orial descrfption of eastern defined te r -
ritor,r and t h e class rates established were as follows: 
-
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Schedule A. 
1 Class and Commodity rates from Eastern defined territ
-
ories to Spokane, Washington, 
Territorial description of eastern defined territori es 
us ed in this schedule in naming rates to .Spokane Wash~ 
- - . -
Territory No.1. Missouri River and Common ' points known 
as Mis souri River territory, 
Territory No . 2. Mississippi River and common points 
known as Mississippi river territ0~. 
Territory No . :3 Chicago and qommon points, known as 
Chicago territo~. 
Territory No.4 Cincinnati - Detroit and COlIlIDon points 
known as Detroit territor.y. 
Terri to ry No. Pittsburg-Buffalo and common points 
known as Pi t tsburg te rri to ry. 
Territory No! 6. New York- -Boaton a.nd common points 
known as New York terrltory'r, 
Class Rates proposed from Eastern Defined territory to 
Spokane Wash . by the Commi ssion June 7, 1910. 
Classes . 
From 1 2 3 4 5 A B C '
D E 
Missouri 
River 2 . 50 2 . 17 183 •. 1 . 58 1.33 1 . 33 1 .04 0. 83 0. 7
9 0.71 
iss . lU.v . 2.80 2.42 2 . 03 1 . 71 1.43 1 . 46 1 . 14 . 91
 . 86 . 78 
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From 1 2 3 4 5 A B c D E · 
Chicago 2 .90 2.51 2.09 1.75 1.47 1.50 1.18 .94 .89 .80 
Cinn-
Detroi t 3.05 2.63 2.19 1~81 1.52 1.56 1.23 .98 .92 .83 
Pi ttaburw 3.20 2.76 2.29 1.87 1.57 1.62 1.28 1.03 .96 .86
 
New York 3 . 50 3.01 2.49 2.00 1.67 1.75 1.38 1.11 1.03 .93
 
Besides t h e clas s rates there were 40 pages of commod-
ity r ates , from all the six groups,' in carload and less than 
car 10 d lots, proposed as proper ones but no effective 
o:rde:r was made concerning them! 
1 On June 18, 1910 , s ho :rtly after the opinion had been
 
given concerning class r ates to Spokane, the fourth section 
of t he Inters t ate Commerce Law was amended by the Mann-Elk-
ins Law by striking out t h e words "under substantially sim-
ilar circumstances and ~onditions", along with some other 
changes t ha t did not concern the Spokane case. 
A diffe rence of opi nion arose as to what the section 
meant in its revised f orm. The carrie:rs were of the opin-
ion that t he powe:r of initiative O~ their part had been 
taken away by making necessary application to the Commissim
 
for relief wh ich had to be given if the circumstances were 
at all dissimilar. The city of Spokane on the othe:r hand 
insisted that the ~ommission should h old that the fourth 
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sec tion as revised imposed an absolute. long and short haUl. 
rule w:hich should at once be enforced against the railroads. 
Po the Commission it seemed evident that the purpose 
of Congress was to commit to them the duty of determining 
whether r if the carrier were permitted to charge a higher 
rate a t the intermediate point,it would result in a viola-
tion of the provisions of the act. That is,that if after 
an investigation it was decided that a departure from the 
rule of the fourth section would not result in unreasonable 
rates or undue discrimination,it must permit that departure, 
And if the Commission thought that an unlimited departure 
would be unwise it should prescribe definitely the extent 
to which a departure could be made! 
Turning to the Spokane case where it was again claimed 
that active water competition did not exist, the Commission , 
by reason of the findings of the circuit court of the United 
States on the question and its own previous findings in 
earlier cases, as well as recent investigations of fact,de-
cided that water competition really did exist and that a de~~ 
parture from the provision of the fourth section was allow-
able. 
As has been previously said this competition is met 
by cammodi ty ra.tes \vhich are largely blanketed from the east 
over a territory 2 000 miles wide, and higher rates are in 
force to intermediate points • 
• 
There were about 300 'commodity ra tea in eff ect from 
eastern destinations to Pacific coast te:rm.inals and the 
Commi ss ion in its report of June 7, 19l0 , proposed as reason-
able about 550 commodity rates from the same points to Spok-
ane, 
In this proposed schedule no difference was made in 
t he r a te for traffic origina ting at Missouri river points 
for either Seattle or Spokane! ~ut from territory farther 
east a higher charge was allowable to the intermediate point~ 
And to be consistent, in determining the extent to which a 
depa rture was allowable under the amended section the same 
principle had to be observed, 
The Spokane complainantsassert'ed that even if there 
was water competition between the Atlantic and the Pacific ' 
coasts, still there could be no such competition from the 
interior and while a higher rate migh t reasonably be charged 
from New York to Spokane to Seattle, the same difference 
could not properly be maintained from Ch~cago. The same 
transcontinental rate, however was maintained from Chicago 
" indirecT 
as from New York because of the iR~eFent effect of water 
competition as an illustration shows; 
1 "A large building requiring steel is to be erected at 
San Franoisco t That steel is manufactured at New York and 
Chicago '. ~he steel at New York City can move by water and 
t~ i8 competition will determine the rate at which it does 
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move. Assuming that the cost of producing the steel 1s 
t h e same a,t both plants which is usually true, in. order for 
both producers to compete equally for the San Francisco ma~­
et it is necessary t hat the rate from both points should be 
t h e same. Many roads begin at Chicago and if the traffic 
origina tes east of there t h ey are allowed only part of the 
rate f or carryi ng it from Chicago to the Pacific Coast, while 
i f tra ffic orig inates at Chicago the entire rate goes to the 
one ro a d. It is to the interest of these lines that traf-
fic should originate at Chicago, while the trunk lines de-
sire t hat it should originate on the Atlantic ~oast, and ' as 
a comp r omi s e t h ey finally agree that the rate shall be the 
same from both places. fl Wha t is true in this illustration 
may be said of nearly every cOInul0 dity that moves from the 
east to the west. 
A great deal was made by Spokane of the fact that while 
water competition is recognized upon the Atlantic coast for 
t h e preference of Seat tle by blanketing the eastern terri-
tory, the force of water competition is not recognized on 
the Pacific ' coast when traffic may, and does move from New 
York to coast terminals by water and then inland by rail. 
Th e railroads claimed that they could meet this water comp-
et i tion in any manner and at ,any points that they saw fit, 
The Commi s sion, however, held that the roads were not at 
liberty to adopt any method which would unjustly discrimin-
ate between diff·,erent 16>calittes J or' to oGhcenttrat'e ' in the 
coast cit iea COlmll'erC ial and t ranepo rtat ion advantages ' to 
whioh their loca.tion does not entitle them. ' 
Fo 1" the pu.rp'Gs.e of making . an order the commi ssion di T-
ided the Uni~ed Sta'tes into five territo:r!a.l 'zones, t using 
the ten transcontinenta.l groups in the description of them, 
1 "Zone NO.1. cQmpTises all that portion.' of ' the ' Uni ted 
Sta.tes lying west of a line calried"line NO 'i 1, which exten8e 
in a general 'southerly dire'otion from a .- point immediately ' 
east of .Grand; :Portage, Minn/. "thence southw'est 'e~ljJ ' aibng , ".~tl 
. 
the nO:l!"thwes~eJen shore of Lake Superior, .to " a: ~ p(f)1nt · 1mmed- , 
iately east o( . Supe i ior Wis., thence southerly, along the 
east ern boundary of ,transoohd:fnental : group F, to , the inter-
\ 
seat io:nl', of the Arka:;n's8.ls and Oklahoma sta. te line, thence a~ 
long tile ... est side 01 the Kansas Cit y "Southern ' Railway to. 
the Gulf €)f ]lexico.,' 
\ 
"Zone Na. ! riiBr~ees a.ll te;o jr itory ,in the ; United Sta.t,E!s ' 
lying east 0f line ·No. 1 and :'If,est of ' a lilne , ~alled line No ~ 
2 whiah oegins llat ' ~he ' interna.tional. b·oundary between the ' 
Un! ted State~ an·d Canada immediately west of Cockburn Is~ 
la.nd; !.:1n "lake Huron, passes west erly th:&011gh the Straits of 
Ma.ckina.w: '( sottthe1;'ly rthrough Lake Michigan · to its southern 
I' 
- 1' 
group C to Paducah, Ky~, thence follows the ,east side of 
t he Illinois Central Railroad to the southern boundary of 
transoontinental group 0, thence follows the east boundar.y of 
group C to the gulf of Mexico, 
"Zone No.3 embraces all territory in the United St~tes 
lying east of line No. 2 and north of the south boundary of 
transconti~ental group C and west of line No.3, which is 
the Buffalo Pittsburg line from Buffalo, N. Y. to Wheeling, 
W. Va, thence follows the Ohio Tiver to Huntington W. Va. 
"Zone No. 4 embraces all territory in the United States 
east of line No, 3 and north ,o'f the south bondary of trans-
oontinental group C. 
"Zone No.5 embraces all territory south and east of 
transcontinental group 0." 
1 As to the differences in the transcontinental rates 
from these zones the commission held that from zone lTo. I no 
higher charge c'Quld justly be made at any . int ermedia t e po int 
than to a more distant pOint, for the reaso·n that this ter-
ri tory is about 1,500 miles from ~he Atlantic ., seaboard and 
there is very little possibility that any txaffic will ever 
be transported from this territory to the, Atlantic coast 
and thence by water to the Pacific coast. 
In Zone 2 a different ruling was made allowing an 1n-
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crease of 7 % in the rate from this territory to intermed-
iate points over that to coast terminals. 
From zone 3,as there is greater possibility of actual 
'> 
water competition on busine~s destined to the Pacific coast, 
rates to intermediate points may exceed those to coast term-
inals by not more than 15 %. 
From Zone 4 where the greatest amount of traffic has 
originated and where the force of water competion is the 
g reatest rates to intermediate points may exceed those ~t 
the coast by not more than 25 %. 
Nothing was said about zone 5 as rates from that ter-
ritory were not involved in the proceedings, 
The schedule of rates that had formerly been proposed 
by the Gommission was not ordered established as it was 
desired that the carriers should have all the freedom pos-
sible in adjusting their tarifls themselves, although it 
was expected that in complying with the Commission's order 
the roads would establish rates in close accord with those 
suggested by the commission. 
I After the fourth section order of the Commission on 
June 22, 19l1,proceedings were begun in the Commerce Court 
to restrain the operation of that order. As a result an in-
.junction was secured against the enforcement of the order. 
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An appeal wa.s then taken to the Supreme Court of the Uni ted 
States where the case was argued and submitted on Feb. 27, 
1912. On April 8, 1912, the Supreme Court reassigned the 
cas e fo:.c argument in October. Realiz ing that a great deal of 
time would elapse before the case was settled, the interested 
cities filed protests asking the Commission to allow some 
:.celief from the rates which the Commission itself had con-
demned. The 8ommission then set the case for further con-
sideration on May 8th, and considered establishing the scbed-
ules proposed on Jun'e - ?, 1910. 
At the hearing the carriers presented ~ schedule of ' 
rates slightly in advance of those proposed by the ~ommis­
aion and wi th no provision for less than 'carload lots ~ It 
was claimed tha t an agreement had l?een reached fn which 
these rates were to be establi,shed at once and the proceed-
ing discontinued if the commission, approved" 
The Commission, however, refus.ed to appr.ove this scheIn!! 
and would not a.l1ow the proceedings to be dropped because 
-&S other ci ties had intervened as complainants and were vi t-
ally interested in the case. 
No further opinion was express ed on the case and no 
action was to be taken until a decision had been given in 
t h e case by the Supreme Court, in which 'the case is pending. 
Part IV. A Summarization of the Situation, 
Th e char~cteristic features of transcontinental rates 
as a study of the previous cases show are well stated by 
1 t wo railway authorities as follows: nBlanket or common 
rates are in force on west-bound transcontinental traffic 
from most point 's east of the Missouri River. $hi8 is true 
of bo th class and commodity tariffs, but as will a ppear there 
are numerous exceptions made to the general policy of blan~t 
ing rates from the territor,y east of the Missouri. Upon sane 
commodities the rates east bound ftrom the Pacific Coast are 
the same to all places east of the Missouri and on more ar~ 
i c les common rates prevail to places east of the Mississippi 
but the blanketimg of rates is . less general upon east bound 
than upon west bound shipments! 
2. Upon east bound traffic and to a less extent upon 
that toward the west, graded zone tariffs have been estab-
lished, t h e places east of the Rocky Mountains are classif-
ied in ten "rate groupsn A to J. Upon the higher classes 
of freight and upon numerous commodities the rates to all 
groups are the same J but upon the lower classes and upon 
most commodities the tariffs vary by rate groups. Class 
rates west bound are practically ide~tical with those east 
bound--i.e. graded for classes below the third; and in west 
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bound cammodi ty ta.riffs there are nume·rous ' instances of 
grading by groups but the grad.ingofc,ommodity tariffs w
est 
bound is an exception to the mOre general rule of blanket-
ing ra.tes from po.ints on and east of the Missouri River, 
3. a'hEt rat,ea' west bound to the intermediate points 
east of the Pac if ic seaboard terminals are as a rule hig
her 
than the ,thro·ugh ta.riffs the higher cha.rges being fixed by 
the addition· to the through ·rates 01' ei tn.ar fixed a.rb! 'trari-
es· or the looal · rates" back from 'the ,f te :dn1hals. 'The rates 
ea.st b,.ound from. the 'in termedjiate point s ,a. re ·'Usua.lly hfgher 
than f rom the termina.l's,. al though :m.a.n~ int ermediat e 'towns
 
are given the same rate as the term'ina.J: citfes
r enj~y.· 
To this system of rates the irtte'rmonntain towns ana 
cities havedentifluallyobj'ected' beoauJrse' tlie termilla,l(lit..
;.' 
iea we,;ee permit'hedt& obtaHi 'tran'sporta.tion at l~we'tr :ra,te
s. 
To seem-a redress o,f this al,lege<i ' diacri'minatlon they nav
e 
at diffe:te'l1t times ur,ged that wa.ter ~,eQmp e.tltlon was n{)ta
 
controlling :f".a.otor, that being nearer to eastern manufactu
r -
ing p<o tnt'S · th,eyo de~s.e;tve.(i ,a lower r~t ethan thei r te rminal 
rival.Bt ,that' 'the earnings of the :railroads s-erving t
hem 
were 'too' large, and that in ite revised_ form the Inter-State
 
.oollmterae :Aot a:'bg,olut:eJ!.:r prohibited a greater charge for the
 .. 
shorter tha.n ~ 'the'" longer hatul wnen the shorter was included 
.. ' €Jr . 
in the ~:o--nge:t t T"h+ei'· 0'R.e des i~e ha;s /be en to secUre lower 
rates- t'hat wo·uld ~t;'{engthent\hemin their competittonwit'h 
t he te rminals and t heir attempts to secure these lower rates 
have been supported by widely different complaints. 
The railroads in defense of t heir refusal to lower the 
inte rmedi a te rates have relied upon the necessity of meet-
ing water comp etition and of complying with the demands of 
mar ke t competition. Water carriers were the first trans-
continental freight line~ and the railroads had to meet the 
rates offered by them or nearly so in order to seoure any 
traff io at all and ever since it has been claimed that 
rates offered by water carriers have been the controlling 
factor in transcontinental rate making. For this reason 
the various roads have maintained that they were justified 
in allowing terminal points more advantageeus rates from 
Atlantio Coast points t han were granted to the intermediate 
o t ties. But blanket rates which a.llow the same rate on the 
same article from any point east of the Missouri river to 
Pacific points are said to be just and rea.sonable because 
induced by market competition! 
Water competition determines the rate which must be 
maintained from Atlantic coast points J but the manufa,cture 
of a rticles consumed on the Pacifio coast is not confined ~ 
t h e Atlantic seaboard. Interior cities such as Pittsburg, 
Chicago , and St. Louis produce t h e same comodities and must 
be allowed. rate which will enable them to place their 
products on the coast as cheaply as their eastern competit-
ors. And hence blanket rates are justified. 
~he Commission's attitude in the struggle has changed 
radically . In the ini tial complaint , made in the first yeaTS 
I 
of the Commission's existence no radical changes or orders 
were made" 'and there was a great willingness on the part of 
,t he Commiss ion to allow the railroads ample time to settle 
any a pparent unr-easonableness themselves. In the first com-
plaint by Spokane it was decided that 'rates to that city 
were unreasonable, not because lower than te:cminal rat eSt but 
simply because they were inherently unreasonable, and a re-
duction of 18 % was ordered. After the Hepburn act was pas-
sed and the former complaint 'was again uTged, it was decided 
that the earnings ,of the roads were exc essi ve and fo r thi s 
reason lawer rates should be offered to the intermountain 
towns. 
In the last decision of June, 1911, which a pplied to 
tpe Reno and Salt Lake cases as well as to that of Spokane, 
the Commission decided that the system of transcontinental 
rates as applied to the interwountain cities was unjustly 
discriminating to these places as compared with terminal 
points and violated the Inter State Commerce Act as amended 
by the Mann-Elkins Law. No specific reduction of intermed-
i~te rates was ordered but instead the relation that should 
exist between the -rates to ~ terminal and inte ~cmediate points 
was estab+ished . 
The relation in rat es and distance from certa in points 
in formerly blanketed territory to SpokQn e ordered by the 
dec i s ion of June 22, 1911, is as f ollows: 





Miss.Riv. Chicago Detroit 




Dis t ance from Spokane expressed in percent. 
115 126 146 160 
125 
193 
The different ideas whi ch the Cormnission ente r tained as 
to the p:ro pe :r r at es to Spokane from t hese points within a 
pe:riod of a little more than two years may be shown by the 
followiN g t able taking the r ate from t he Mis s ouri River as 
a base r ate for each dec ision 
2 Diff e ri ~g Decisions of the Inter-Sta te Commerce Com-
mission from June 1909 to 1911. 
Rates to Spokane_ 
from Missiouri Miss. R. Chicago 
RiveT 
Detroi t Pittsbg. N.Y. 
Feb. 





100 110 113 118 125 135 
100 
:; .. 
107 107 115 115 125 
It might be claimed chf cb urse tha t the Commis sion had 
1. 
2. 
I. c. C. R. 
I. c. c. R. 
Vol XXI. P 425-6. 
Vol. XV. P 423. XVI P 179, XXI p 4~ 
ch ange d. its opinion because of the change in the Interstate 
Commerce Act, made b y the Mann-Elkins Law. This law, how-
ever mere ly gave the Gommission more power to enforce the 
long and short baul clause and there is no reason in it for 
holding on June 7, 1910 before the law was amended that a 
reasonable rate fTom Ohicago to Spokane would be 13 % more 
than t he r ate from St. Paul to Spokane and the on June 22, 
1911 af t er the law was amended, that a reasonable rate from 
Chicago to Spokane should be only 7 % more than the St. Paul 
rat e~ 
It must be admitted that the Commission had new infor~ 
ation as to the loes that the change in rat'es 'would make in 
to the roads but Prouty said when the opinion ' was wri tten 
1 June 22 , 1911: '"He find nothing in t hese figures, made up 
since t h e previous opinion to show what reduction the propose 
rates would make in the R.R. ea rnings wh ich would incline us 
to change bur opinion as to the reasonableness of the sug-
" gested rates. 
From a postion in which it was held that rates to int-
ermediate points should be rea sonable and just in themselves 
rega rdless of the terminal rates, and that no necessary re-
lation existed 'between teTminal and inteTmediate Tates the 
Co,mmiss ion has changed its attitude so t hat it orders intel'-
1. I. o. C. R. 'Vol. XXI. :p 403, 
medi a te rates based on terminal charges' and prescribes the 
maximum eXtent t o which rates may v i:;, ry between points like 
Spokane and Seattle. 
The Commission's latest decision has not met with a 
g reat deal of approval because it makes the rates from all 
territ ory east of t h e Missouri River to Pacific Coast ter- , 
rito~ dependent upon tre rates made by water carriers from 
t h e Atlantic to the Pacific Coast • . It is evident that the 
Commiss!on believes rates to intermountain territory are 
excessive and unfairly discrim.inating • . But their scheme 
will ha.rdly solve the problem as its effect will be to force 
the railroadS to choose whether they will cease competing 
i th water carriers and be able to maintain rat'es to the in-
t e rior or continue to meet water ·oo mp .etition and reduce all 
rates to the interior. 
In order ' to arrive at any sound conclusion concerning 
the transcontiI'lent.al rate situation it will be necessary to 
examine most carefully the cl~ims of the railroads and then 
see if their methods of treating Pacific eosat traffic have" 
been lIece ssi 'bated by the condi tiona which the railroads have 
always held, responsible for their actions. 
The prOblem ' has its origin in wateJ? competition--the 
primary cause for all the difficulties encountered in the 
disposition of' transcQ,ntinental traffie. Nor can the ques-
tion be raised as to whethe:e wate:e competi ton of an effec-
tive na tu:ee was in existence a t the time when t he first t:ea.ns 
oontinental railroad was construc ted. Water carriers were 
th e first in the field, The circuit co urt of the United 
States has twice foun d tha t water competition was an actual 
and contro lling factor.--Farmer's L. & T. Co. v N. P. Ry. Ch. 
83 Fed. Rep~ 249; I. C. C. v A. T. & S. F. Ry. Co. 50 Fed. 
Rep . 295. 
The next question is; has wate r competition of an ef-
. I 
fect"ve nature r perslsted till the present time and cont rol-
led the rates to t h e Pac if ic Coast? The railroads have 
tried from the f irst to neVtralize t~ e effect of water 
compet i tion and have done all in t hei r power to restrain it. 
Beginning with the ~ ecial contract system in which :eebates 
were paid to shippe r s employ ing t he rail route, they soon 
Tobbed the ships of the bulk of t heir traffi·c. When the 
complaints against this practice sh owed that the public woilld 
tolerate it no longer, othe r deviees were used~ 
In 1871 the Panama route was subsidized when the trans-
continent a l lines bought a considerable part of the space ~ 
the boats of the Pacific Mail and often allowed them to run 
empty. This arrangement was con tinued until 1900 when the 
control of the Pacific Mail was taken over by the Southern 
Pac ifie. Bef are this, however ·, in 1883 the Southern Pacific 
lin e had placed a competitor in the field for water traffic 
which was in the wo rds of one of the off icials "to take care" 
of the water competition. And if we may believe the reports 
of its success it soon drove its rival carriers from the 
ocean. The Inter State Commerce Commission says (Vol~ 21, 
p 347) "By the year 1885 competition by sea was no more than 
nominal." This was the year that the Santa Fe entered the 
fi eld. a nd began to exert its influence, 
For several years now the American Xawaiian Steamship 
Company has been the only really active water competi tor • . 
But the most friendly relations exist between these compet-
itors. There is no attempt to take traffic from each other 
by means of rate cutting, And it is a question whether th~ 
rail rates are affected by water rates more than water rates 
are influenced by rail charges. The assistant to the vice 
president . of the Southern Pacific said. in answer to the 
question whether the water lines controlled the transcontin-
1 ental routes .: "I believe the rail lines control the making 
of thei'r own rates, and when we say that we do not care to 
go any lower that indicates our disposition in that rega~ 
in making rates." The same official also said"I have never 
seen a tariff of the American Hawaiian line, because they 
have never been published. They are simply based on our rae 
as the basis of theirs." The president of the American Haw-
1. E. Johnson. "Panama Canal Traf:fic & Tolls" 
aiian line in testifying before the Senate Committee on 
Inter oceanic Canals in 1910 said "We aTe friendly with the 
railroad traffic managers. We discuss Tates. We are not 
tied uP, we are not committed. Our traffic manager doesn't 
attend the conferences of the railroads but he goes to 
Cl1lbcago and gets his ear pretty close to the ground." 
The Interstate Oommerce Commission said in the Spokane 
case that the Te might ~ot be a definite agre ement between 
the American Hawaiian line but there was a general unde~­
standing that such rates should qe ~intained as would give 
I > ,. I • • ~ !- • 
to the vessels a reasonable amount of traffic from the vic-
inity of New York. 
None of the foregoing evidence would sustain one in 
the opinion that water compe t ition is t~day active and ef-
fective. For over forty years th~ railroads ~ave been re-
straining and controlling water competition and at present 
there appears to be an exceedinly friendly if not cooperat-
ive spirit between the one remaining line of water carriers 
and the transcontinental roads. But in spite of all this 
water competition is an influential facto~ in determining 
rates. This wateT competition is not active-only 14.2 ~ of 
6 the transcontinental traffic moved by water in 1911-; but 
potent ial. The very exi s tence of the ocean means ever pres 
ent opportunities to steamships to ~n~age in transportation 
1. J. Johnson "Panama Canal Traffic & Tollsu p 55. 
if the railroa.ds sho'U14· at tempt to charge all that .the 
'-traffic would bear. Neutralizing ocean compet.itd.on does 
not destroy its restraining effect upon the upward tendency 
of railway rates, although it may lessen the receipts of the
 
vessels and acoordingly swell those of the railway. This 
~owerer is only good business policy. Hence we may conclude
 
that wh ereTer water competition is active or potential it 
is per~ectly justifiable to make rates that recognize this 
fact. 
N~w,; do , :the, ;railroads do this? Theyh~ve 10ng refused 
to a.pply terminal rates to the intermountain towns beca.use 
it was clai:qJ.ed · that water competition .did , not , compel tnem 
to do 8Q t " 
In 8pe~illg of" the a.pplication of favora.ble . conamodity 
rates .to termina.l ppi:nts the · lBt.~r~StateCQ,mtne;rc .$ Con,unission
 
. , ' 
I "The principal ones (terminals) are S.~attle, Taco~, 
Portland. san Francisco, L0S Angeees, .and EaniUego. In or-
egon but two places enjoy these rates--:Astoria at the mouth 
of th.e Oolumbia. River, a.nd Portland at th's junction of the 
Wil11a.mett e , and the Columbia. Rivers--to both of which po int
s 
steamsh i ps and ·sailing vessels aarrying Atlantic seaboard 
traffic ha .... e easy and constant access • . In southern Calif-
ornia San :J~iego "is . upon a harbor and is a port of call for 
·tl~ ; '. ,J.;.,. ,.O:"·i~; C ~  l, R. Vol. ~I .~43, 
steamships engaged in interoceanic traffic. ,Los Angeles 
however, is not uppn the sea., at least has not been until 
recently, Ifhe city limits of Los Angles have now ,been ex-
tended so as to ,1n~lude , a str~p . of land extending from that 
ci ty to the . por~ of Sa.n Pedro which has become the port of 
Los Angeles~ a.nd the citizens have raised a fund for the im-
provement of the harbor and its water fr.ont and the build~ng 
of a municipal line of steam railroad for the 16 mil·es be-
~,!,een the hea.rt of the city and the waters edge .• , This an-
4. I I ,_; " .. 
omalo 111 Q oqq,~,ti?p of , t h:ings howeV:,er, e~~stfJ t hat until · a 
recent order of the Commission the little city of San Pedro 
t h rough whieh tra.ffic by water moved to and from Los Angeles 
was denied terminal rates although the city of Los Angele~ 
which wa.s i n land enjoyed sU,ch rates. Many Qi ties a.nd towns 
" , 
an equ~l dista.nce from theseal;>o,ard but equafly ~vailable 
theret<? do not enjoy' terminal rates, andaome immediately 
upon the coast, such as Ventura a.nd Santa Barbara pay higher 
rates than. does Los Angeles. How then is the preference of 
Los Angeles j~e~if~ed? ffihe answer ·of the ra.ilroads is that 
the benefits ~f sea competi tion were extended to Los Angeles 
by an $.J;':r:~Jt~,~;n~t ~e~~en the Sa.nta Fe Railroad and the Amer:-
ican . H~w'a~,~a.n,:fS.t ~:ns~ip li.,ne the Sa.nta Fe publishing an ex-
traor~ i,naz.:~ ,lylow sehed.ule of rates upon , traf.fic tranBship~ 
at SaJ?. Diego and destined to Loa Angeles. , In 1909 the Amerl-
'. ,.' (. ' . . 
can Hawaiian Company put on.~line of steamships by way of the 
$ traits of Magellan, and for the last five years has had a 
considerable fleet engaged in this through business by way 
of the Tehaunt!pec railroad which is controlled by the Mex-
ioan government. This steamship line stops at San Diego, 
but does not stop at the port of San Pedro. The Santa Fe rct 
railroad extends to it and other water oarriers a schedule 
of class rates from San Diego to Los -Angeles approximately 
the same as that obtaining over the San Pedro line from 
San Pedro to Los Angeles, this schedule being based on a 16 
cent rate per 100 pounds for first class traffic. Thus Los 
Angeles by a combinatlon of circumstances becomes a "term-
inal po int" 
,rproceeding northward to Central California, the first 
te rminal that we find is San Jose which is some ten or twelve 
miles removed from the bay of San Franc is,co and can not be 
reached by water, but it enj oys the advantag'es being upon 
the original line of railroad which was built around the 
so uthe rn end of the bay of San Franc isco • .Mo reOTer it is 
po ss ible to transport freight from San Francisco to San Jose 
by water and wagon and by rail for perhaps $1. a ton, 
mwithout continuing this inquiry into the geographical 
position of the various terminals, it may be stated in gener-
al that around San Francisco t here has been t}1rown a corodcn 
of terminal points extending from San Jose on the south, to 
y • 
Marysville, on the north, to which points terminal rates are 
given--that 1s J rates which are the same as to San Francisco-
but1:.°none of these points do the steam ships ply directly in 
t h e carriage of west bound freight. That is to say although 
San Francisa6 is the only city in central California which 
enjoys direct water competition wi th the Attlantic seaboard 
the railroads serving that ci ty have as a matter of policy 
g iven to many of her neighbors the same rates that she en-
joys, and because of railroad competition the steamship 
lines whioh reach San Francisco now give these cities the 
same rates as are given to San Francisco. ~he steamships ' ab-
sorb the local transshipment rates from San Fra.~cisco to in-
terior pOints, because it has been railroad policy to est-
ablish these additional terminals not directly up?n the o-
cean and nOtserved immediately by the ocean carriers." 
It is evident from this description of the Pacific te:an-
inal situation that it is not the result of a , rigid applica-
tion of any principle based upon sea competition, for term-
inal rates are given to cities that are not on the ocean and 
the railroads have even foreced the steamships to absorb 
inland rates in prder to meet ra~lroad competition at these 
int erior point~. 
An analysis of the west bound rail shipments to Pacif-
ic coast t~rminals shows that the greater part of such ship-
ments dQ not originate on the Atlantic coast • 
. . " , .' 
8 Analysis of West Bound Traffic 
Origin 
New York, Boston & Common points 
Pittsburgh, Buffalo & Common points 
Cincinnatti-Detroit & common points 
Chicago and Common points 
Miss. River and Common Points 
Mo. Riv. & Com. pts. 
Southeastern po ints 
Colo rado points. 
Total 
L.C.L C.Il. Total 
~ % % 
39 19 22 
8 14 13 
12 8 8 
16 16 16 
9 11 11 
10 . 25 23 
~ 3 3 
4 4 .4 - ,- ~ 
100 100 100 
According to this tabulation· only about 22 % of the 
,~." 
ra.il shipment's originate east of Pittsburgh. And 'tb'e app-
lic ation of sp ecial ra.tes to 'SUCh' 'traff i c can'· not be met by 
, . 
any substantial opposition • . 
The fact howev'er that the railroads have seen fit to 
blanket all the terri tory from the Missouri River to the 
Atlantic coast requires quite a different explanation, 
We have that explanation given to us by the railroadst 
for they claim that market competition compels no less in-
sistentlftnan :water competition that special treatment should 
be given this section of the country. ' The industrial cen-
terhas moved westward they claim and the young manufactur-
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ing center must be allowed to place t heir goods in the west 
as advantageously as eastern manufacturers. The water car-
ri e rs determine the r&te ea stern manufact urers must pay, and 
i 
so to a llow western industries t h e same advantages t hat ra te 
must be extended so as to bl anket all the territory ea.st to 
the Mo. river. 
It will be remembered, howeveT, t hat the first indic-
ation of extending N. Y. rates to int erior points was made 
in 1885 when the Santa Fe was completed from Chicago to Los 
Angeles and began an active fight for tra nscontinental traf-
, ' 
fic. Before this road entered t he field commod.i ty rates hoo. 
been gr aded upward from New York and wer e higher fro m Pi tts-
burgh and Ch icago than from New York. 
Th e Santa Fe, however, apparently saw the westward , 
mov ement of industry and knew t hat t he western manufacturern 
sh ould b e placed on a par with t heir older eastern rivals 
, . 
in Paci f ic ~oast markets and, without wa iting for mOTe in-
sistent demands from Chicago itself, allowed New York rates 
to the Pacific to apply from Chicago. Thus did ma Tket comp-
etition cause the blanket i ng of rates in the eastern part of 
til. e United States, if t he railroads defense ever since is 
credited. It is probably only an intere s ting coincidence 
th a t in the attempt to place CJ'"' icago markets on a par wi th 
New York for Pacific business t he Santa Fe lost nothing. It 
migh t even be surmised that they actually profited by their 
g enerosity} lnd that this was · only another case of IIphilan-
thropy with ten percent profit". When the Santa Fe reached 
Chicago the Sunset Gulf route was carrying most of the traf-
fic from New York where the manufacturers were principally 
loc ated. To senne any of this traffic the Santa Fe had to 
make t he s ame rates and pay a large share to some trunk line 
for bringing the freight to its Chicago terminus~ Natural-
ly the Santa Fe would rather make the same rate from Chicagp 
that it had been compelled to make to N. Y. when it could 
build up t h e western manufactureTs and incidentally be al-
lowed to retain the full rate • . 
This radical ch ange in rate making was vigorously op-
po s ed by oth er roads not si tuated "as the Santa Fe was and 
ten years elapsed before all the transcontinental lines felt 
t h e demands of western manufacturers for New York rates. 
No chang e was made in the Pacific Coast terminal con-
di t ions but the int ermbun tain c it ies f el t that the extension 
of the advantages of market competion to Pacific Coast points 
robbed them of their geographical advantage~ Extending New 
York rates to the Missouri river but still retaining 
.. 
the former differences to intermountain towns does not ap-
pear to be t r e result of conditions over ~~rhich the railroad s 
have no control. 
It is to t he advan t ag e of t h e Pacific Coast people nat-
urally t h at such a condition should exist and t h eir attit-
ude is well s}JOwn in the St. Louis cas e, wh ich bears so 
pOintedl y on t h e subject considered that it should be reviaP 
ed in detail, 
In this cas e the viewpoint of the terminal cities which 
a re trying to retain all t heir advantage over the inter-
mountain cities is shown, along with t h e attitude of t he mid-
dle west jobbers wh ich shows some of the complications in-
duced by a ter competition , as well as the difficulty and 
i mpossibility of equalizing advantages to all cities without 
restricting any. 
• In this case t he Busines s Menta League of St. Louis 
mad e complaint concerning the transconti nen t al rates cla im-
ing that t hese r~tes discriminated against the jobbing houoos 
of t he middlewest by making a lower rate to Pacific Coast 
termi nals than to points upon the Pacific ' Coast farth er 
east, by making a blanket rate from all territory east of 
the Missouri River to Pacific Coast destinations/by undue 
and unreasonable' differences between carload and less than 
carload rates; by an unjust system of varied commodity ratoo 
and by unreasonably refusing to permi t shi'pments for mixed 
carloads! 
It was complained that rates to intermediate points weee 
1. I. C. C. R. Vol. IX. p 318, 
made by adding to the terminal rate the local back from 
t h e terminal to t h e intermediate point~ Certain class rates 
were named to these intermediate points as maxima so that 
whenever t h e th:rough terminal rate plus the l ocal back to 
t he intermediate point exceeded the class rate to that inter-
mediate point the class rate was used. By this method of 
rate making the rate increased as the distance decreased. 
The blanket system of rates from all territory east of 
the Miss ouri River to the Pacific Coast was complained of 
as it was claimed that graded rates should be substituted. 
That is that the rates should increase toward the Atlantic 
Coast. 
As a reason for graded rates it was urged that previous 
to 18i4 g raded rates had ex isted. At that date the San 
Francisco jobbers organized the North American Navigation 
Company as a competitor of all trans-continental lines. 
Following this a bitter rate war was begun, and every indue-
ment was made by the railroads to the middle west jobbers in 
in.ade t h e territory of their Pacific Coast Gompetitors. The 
result was disastrous to both conflicting ~arties. The San 
Francisco jobbers lost most of, the money they had invested 
in their steamship Company and the railroads had carried 
traffic at a loss. 
By 1897 both parties were ready to cease the struggle 
and in that year the jobbing interests of the Pacific ~oast 
sent a communication to the railroads saying that rates 
ought to be readjusted in the interest of the coast jobbers 
and steps taken to prevent the middle west competitors from 
obtaining fraudulent rates. In thes was done they said 
t hat they would find it convenient to place their shipments 
with the railroads at advanced rates. 
For the purpose of perfecting arrangements two comfer-
ences of the transcontinental lines and delegates from the 
San Francisco jobbers were held, and as a 'result the tariff 
of Jan. 25, 1898 was issued in which rates were blanketed 
from the east, The middlewest jobbers at once insisted 
that the tariff had not had proper consideration and another-
meeting was held in May 1899 whioh resulted in a supplementr-
ary tariff issued by the Great Northern and Northern Pacif-
io Railways, containing some modifications favorable to mi~ 
dIe west jobbers. 
In their complaint the Middle West jobbers claimed that 
by the great difference in the carload and less than car '1 
load rates from the east to the Pacific coast the MiUle 
West jobbers were discriminated against, F:1Jhe average di:f'-
ferential between carloads and less than carloads was about 
50 cents a hundred pounds, 
\~ost of the articles corisumed on the Pacific coast are 
produced in the east. Shipments :lrem,the factory to any 
dr~ 
jobbing house +e usually made by carload lots. This means 
that the Pacific Coast jotiber. may get his goods carried to 
his place of business which is usually on the coast at very 
low rates, from which he may distribute them to retailers 
at local rates. On the other hand the middle west jobber 
gets his goods in carload lots at Chicago or st. Louis and • 
t h en has to sell to the Pacific goast retailer in small lots 
which means that his goods are carried west at the less than 
carload lot rate J making a very substantial difference in 
the cost at which retailers receive their goods. This gives 
to the Pacif,ic Coast jobber an advantage equal to the dif-
ference between the carload and less than carload rate, and 
th i s advantage is important in proportion as the margin of 
profits per hundred pounds is greater or less, 
A concrete illustration will make this clear. "The 
1 rate on bar iron from the east to the Pacific Coast was CL 
75 cents L.C.L. $1.25. Assume some intermediate point to 
which the local rate from the terminal is 50 cents ,L.C.L. 
The Pacific Coast jobber paid in freight upon a hundred 
pounds of iron delivered to the retailer at that point 75 
cents to his ware house and 50 cents local, in all $1.25, vii. 
while the eastern competitor paid on the L.C.L. shipment 
from his ware-house $1.75. This would give the Pacific 
Coast jobber a clear advantage of 50 cents in the freight 
rate to all points that based upon the terminal point." As 
- -
1. I. C. C. R.IX. pp 328. , 
the profit in handling bar iron is less than 50 cents a 
hundred pounds it can easily be seen that this differential 
would absolutely prohibit the miaile west jobber from the 
territor,y whose rates were based on terminal points except 
where suoh shipments could be made in car load lots. To a 
ver,y limited extept . it is possible to send a carload lot to 
one oonsignee upon the coast and distribute from that point 
but this has always pIVoved very unsatisfactory and is lit-
tIe used. 
An? t her meane of discrimination was urged in that the 
right to ship in mixed car loads, commodities of the same 
character, Rates on sheet iron were L.C.L. $1.25 G.L •• 80 
The s e applied to black sheet iron of two different weights md 
to galvanized sheet iron~ But these commodities could not 
be shipped in mixed carloads, and hence middle west jobber,s 
were prohibiting from shipping these articl,es. west eJ!;:cept 
in carload lots, which was not at all convenient; while the 
Pacific Coast jobber can easily buy a car load of each sep-: 
arate kind of sheet iron and then distribute .i t from his 
warehouse in local rates. 
oF. The P~cific Coast jobb ers claimed that because the pec-
uliar oondi tion~ under which they did busines.s and from 
, '. 
t peir peculiar location they were entitled to all the advan-
tage which the tariff of 1898 allowed them. Their .supplies 
as has been noted are drawn largely from the east. Because , 
of the method by which rates are made" the terri tory to which 
the coast jobbers can distribute is very limited for as soon 
as t he terminal plus the local east equals the intermediate 
rat e from the east, the advantage lies wi th the . a,astern job-
ber. It as generally agreed that the 115th meridian about 
t h ree or 'our hundred miles from the coast marked the east-
ern boundary of the terri t.ory in which the Pacif io ,Coast 
jobber could operate. 
Besides limiting the territory ea.st a.nd west for all 
Pacific coast jobbers the system of rates also· limi ts the 
territory north and south whioh each individual jobber may 
operate. The rates from the east a.re the same t ·o all coast 
tenninala. And rates to the interior are local ra.tes from 
the terminal, As a jobber from San Francisco goes north 
or south he very Bo'on reaches a point where his local rate 
exceeds t h e local from some other Coast te:cminal such as 
Portland or Los Angeles. 
This small amount of territory in which eaoh coast job-
ber may operate renders the amount of business done by each 
house very slight and fO'r this reason they askedthat they 
should not be deprived of any advantage which they possess~ 
In rendering the decision the Cormnission found that 
the reason the blanket system rates was applied in the east 
and not in the , west was because there were no strong com-
mercial interests at the intermediate points which could 
ins ist upon a change t as the at rang manufac t u'ring cit ie s of 
t h e Middle est had done, Andi t was added, "Apparently 
t h ere never can be so long as the present system continues n 
in force." 
It was decided that in the interest of the consumer 
it would be cheaper to transport goods in car load lots to 
co a st terminals t<;> be distributed from there than to carry 
them t o t he retailer at less than carload lot rates, even 
for the sake of competition, and for the reason·· the differ-
entials were not found ex.cess;ive. But many details were 
d heAt"lht 
thought to be unjustn addi tiona 1-- J o"r9:f'ifig wa.s a.d.vised. 
From this investigation of the transcontinental rate 
situation and the preceding summary the following personal , 
conGlusions are drawn~ 
That water competi tion from coast to .coast , while pot-
ential instead of active , is ,effective and compels the rail-
rQads to make lower rates to the te~inal cities than to 
intermediate points. 
That the plea of market competition as a justification 
for rates from Ohicago and ,similar points to the Pacific 
co ast is an a.fterthought, in defense of a policy ~ distinct-
ly ad~antageou8 to the transcontinental lines, 
The bargain!that California people have made with the 
railroads in the past , together with the fact that little 
or nothing is known concerning the actual rates charged by 
water carriers ; cause~~xceedingly strong suspicion that 
"water competition" has been used to cover a multitude of ' 
anomalies in 'transcontinental rates. 
That the Oommission,by attempting to adjust rates to 
inteY.mountain towns by prescribing the relations which they 
should bear to competitive compelled rates,acted in the only 
way pos s ible when water competition directly or indirectly 
controls rates on all freight to the Pacifi~ Ooast from one 
half of the country. According~ to law it should first 
have decided a reasonable r 'ate to the intermountain cities 
and then prescribed the extent to which such rates could be 
departed from at competitive points. At these places, how-
ever, the rates were fixed by forces beyond control and 
treasonable rates had to be determined afterwards • 
• 
That/I?as much as water competition is responsible for 
the majori ty of problems in transcontinental rates, and so 
little is known of them, it would certainly be proper to 
compel regular lines of water carriers to file tariffs with 
the Commission and such other reports as would aid in .deten 
ining the commodities carried, rates charged, and inland 
' extent of water competition. 
And finally it appears ~,in view of the conflicting 
sectional interests, the probable increasing importance of 
water competition in the near future, and the varying o-
pinions of the Gommission in the last few years , t hat the 
probl~s of Transcontinental Rates are not yet solved. A 
long peri od of experimentation must follow before we can ex-
pect any satisfactory settlement of the situation acceptable 
to all sections of the country~ 
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